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Editor’s Comments

Welcome New Students!
Kristen Fenner – Aikido and Tang Soo Do
Michael – Tang Soo Do

The Bulletin is an open forum for the
Students and Instructors of the Center for
Aikido and Tang Soo Do Studies to post their
personal thoughts and opinions. This is
actually a requirement for membership in our
school in order to further engage members in
the intellectual aspect of their training. This
also serves to enlighten the instructors as to
what is going on in the student‟s mind. For the
most part, these postings will pertain to the
individual‟s personal journey, experiences, or
observations in and around their chosen
martial arts training.
Please feel free to read, enjoy, and
most of all, learn a few things.

Editors
Sabom Nim/Sensei Jude Miller
Sabom Nim Tim Speaks

Happenings

On Sunday, August 7th 2011, the Colorado Springs and Longmont branches of The Center for Aikido and
Tang Soo Do Studies, along with Fountain Valley Martial Arts, Pikes Peak Aikido and Wudang Tai Chi
Chuan of Colorado Springs supported a booth at this year’s Everybody Welcome Festival located at
America the Beautiful Park. Together, everyone provided demonstrations of their Arts while meeting with
the event goers to further educate them on the Martial Arts community present in Colorado Springs.
Thank you to everyone for your support!

Putting the “Tang in Tang Soo Do”
By Sabom Mike Parenteau
On August 13 and 14 of this year, the Tangsooology Institute of Longmont found itself at
the Boulder Asian Festival. The Festival was well in swing around 11 am each day. The
Hung Mei Shaolin Kung Fu group did a fine job of performing a lion dance. See a couple of
pictures from the event below:

After awhile, I had one visitor ask an interesting question. He asked, “What makes Tang
Soo Do special and/or different to Tae Kwon Do or Karate?” My answer to him was a simple
one, “My instructor has taught us to be hard when it’s time to be hard and soft when it’s
time to be soft. He calls it putting the Tang in Tang Soo Do.” Our discussion went on a little
further as I explained our school’s philosophy. He thanked me and went on his way.
His visit was more curiosity than anything else and I was quickly reminded that Tang Soo
Do is not well known in Colorado. I had a number of visitors ask what Tang Soo Do was. As
most of us know who live in this area and who belong to our school, this is not uncommon
and I did not think much of it. It is however a good thing to remember as we try to get the
word out about our schools. I apologize for the diversion…
Anyway, my simple point here is that when we practice our Tang Soo Do, it is important to
remember Sabom Nim Medeiros’ words. Recall what Tang means…the Tang dynasty of
China. Our Kung Fu roots are just as important to our art as our Karate ones (when I refer
to Karate in this context, I’m referring to Okinawan/Japanese Karate and its connotation of
“empty hand”).
Next time you perform your Hyung, do one-steps or free-match, remember to put the Tang
in Tang Soo Do. How do you do this you say? For example, if you and your partner are
performing one-steps and he or she comes in hard, be soft. Or, if they come in soft, be
hard. Experiment a little with this concept and see how it goes. It will enhance your
training!
PS – On a personal note, I’d like to thank Sabom Nim Speaks for taking the long trip to
Longmont in support of the Longmont branch. It is much appreciated.

Students’ Thoughts
Extension
By Brant Finstad
A major tenant of Aikido practice is the extension of
ki. Within the confines of Aikido ki extension can
be one of the most challenging aspects of training.
Ki extension is also prevalent in daily life, especially
in modern times as technology allows extension of
the will over vast distances, often with very little
effort. The ease at which the will can be extended
through technology is, I think, one of the major
barriers to good ki extension in modern Aikido
training.
Ki extension is a fundamental aspect of Aikido and
other martial arts training. Proper extension of ki not
only allows one to influence an opponent, it is also
vital to connecting properly with another‟s center as
well as becoming aware of one‟s surroundings. It is
also one of the most useful, non-martial aspects of
Aikido, leading to better health and interpersonal
relationships. Ki extension, or the extension of the
will into the universe, may be the most valuable
lesson learned in Aikido.
Modern technology also allows the will to be
extended out into the universe. One can change the
channel on the television from across the room with
a remote control, speak with someone on the other
side of the globe with the use of a cellular phone, or
receive thousands of images a second on hundreds of
channels via satellite television transmission. The
extension of human will does not even stop at our
planet, as humans regularly send signals to
thousands of satellites orbiting our planet. We even
extend will out into space, with space probes
exploring our Solar System, landing on other planets
and even, in the case of Voyager, extending contact
out into interstellar space. Technology has provided
the means to extend human will in amazing ways,
but how does that relate to „everyday‟ ki extension?
In many ways the technological extension is very
much like personal ki extension. Human beings
regularly exert force upon objects with invisible
radiation, electromagnetic in most cases of
technology, and something more subtle in the
traditional case of ki. Contact through technology
allows one to connect with other people, if not
physically, then at least with the mind. One can
even gain access to information one would not
otherwise have, as good ki extension improves the

natural intuition of the human mind in a way that is
much like looking something up on the Internet.
However, technological extension is often a
hindrance to good ki development and Aikido
practice. Buying a piece of technology to
accomplish something undercuts the acquired
discipline of training one‟s self to perform the action
themselves. This can be as simple as traveling by
car instead of walking, or immediately looking up a
piece of information that would otherwise have to be
truly learned. Technology undercuts proper ki
development in more sinister ways as well. With
modern technology war and murder are possible
from across the globe, as so-called warriors can rain
death and destruction from unmanned drones with
no effort, training or danger to their person. These
acts of violence, instead of being experienced by the
aggressors, are viewed as images indistinguishable
from the entertainment we receive on a daily basis.
There is no danger to the attacker, no moment of
truth when the battle is decided between opponents,
leaving a victor standing and loser writhing in the
mud. This has lead to the dehumanization of war, as
battles are fought and won on video screens with no
losses.
The bypassing of the „ki‟ part of ki extension
through modern technology makes proper ki
extension more difficult, as students of Aikido
expect ki development to be as easy as changing the
television channel. We, as a society, have lost the
discipline and patience to develop ki, as we expect
our tools to do the extending for us. As students of
Aikido it is sometimes important to do things the
„old way,‟ even of the old way is much more work,
if only to remind us that things have not always
come so easily.
Relearning to Trust My Own Body
By Walt Kretowicz
After a 4 year layoff from our school I had wondered
how long it would actually be before I felt like I was
starting to „get-it‟ again. Meaning if I could actually
breath, think and move like a green belt again. Since
returning there were some keys that seemed to work
for me at least.
The first key for me was to just relax so I could
better take in and learn what I was being shown.
Breathing was something shown, at times to an
exaggeration, to remind me to be calm inside and to
effect my physical movements. This has had a

marked effect on me understanding myself. This
improved breathing and calmness has helped me
physically „last longer‟ during class. It has reminded
me that it is o.k. to have limited skills, and I will
progress naturally at the instructor‟s will.
The second key for me was to „just throw the kick‟.
Meaning that when we moved into our green belt
kicking drills, I found it easier to just throw my kicks
over and over again rather than an occasional kick
during some classes. It was beneficial to me to start
using my legs and feet as often as my arms and
hands. After having thrown a mechanically sound
kick I felt very satisfied. It became evident that
becoming effective with one‟s kicks would perhaps
make one doubly skilled!
Lastly, but not least, the importance of etiquette
taking precedence within the school has been a key.
Honoring and acknowledging those who have „gone
before‟. This in itself, is creating an environment of
harmony, and perhaps lending itself to the unlikeliness of ever having to use physical defense
skills. This understanding for me has been key to
keeping Tang Soo Do as an art rather than simple
combat skills.
Growth
By Samantha J. Schottler
Recently, we have had some new students come to
the school and train, which is awesome. Until the
new students came in, I was the junior student in the
school and did not have any students looking up to
me as their senior. I look up to all of my seniors and
see what they each do really well with their training.
As they do forms, combinations, techniques, onesteps, etc. I watch the way they move, breathe and
respond.
To get better, I try to take pieces of each of my
seniors‟ techniques and incorporate them into my
training. I have heard with training, the only way to
get better is to practice outside of the studio, as well
as to be able to have students to train with (new and
existing). There are new students whom have started
in Tang Soo Do as well as Aikido. Therefore, I will
get to help show the new students in both arts, while
at the same time they will help make me better
without even knowing it.
Training with new students makes me think a lot
more than when I train with my seniors. It makes me
engage the mental aspect of my training even more
now, which is exactly what I need to further my

studies. I feel my number one setback with my
training is the mental aspect, especially when it
comes to techniques and one-steps. This is when it
seems to be when I get mentally lazy. So already, the
new students are helping me through my own
training, showing me where my weaknesses are, and
helping me grow in the process.
Having new students in the school also brings us
back to basics. Now that I have proceeded forward
with my training, going back to the basics is now
making me realize where I have made mistakes and
what I was not doing quite right. That way I can
refine everything. When training with someone who
is either new to Martial Arts or just new to that
particular Art/School, I have found that my
techniques are not quite as good as I thought. White
belts do not know how to attack properly, so they
come at you like someone off the street might. They
also do not yet know how to go with the techniques
and are a little afraid (as was I) of what is going to
happen and where they are going to end up.
The combination of both of these things is really
where it gets difficult. A couple of the new students
are stronger males, and I know the brute strength of
little me will not be able to stand up against them. I
need to make sure to use Ki to extend out past them,
find their center and then I can move and do the
technique. For some reason on these students, it just
does not work. I will try a technique and cannot even
get halfway through without seeing or feeling a
counter and not being able to finish my technique. I
feel as though I am getting a small taste of what it
would be like if an attacker came to me on the street
because they are not going to cooperate with you;
they are going to work against you.
This made me think I really need to learn how to
relax, especially my shoulders and how to extend
proper Ki in order to have any of my techniques
work. At this point, it is mental. I have to tell myself
to relax and I have to imagine my Ki is extending
further out than the eye can see. Getting past the
mental aspect of it is that first step for me.
Many times, I stand there and think about what I
need to do instead of just doing it. When I think
about it, I lose that connection. My Ki is not
extended, and my mind ends up shutting down, but
when I just go with it and let it flow, is when it
works.
I am so very glad we have new students in the
school. With more students, we will all get better.
Whether it be with forms, techniques, combinations,

one-steps etc… we are always helping each other
grow.
“Always keep your mind as bright and clear as the
vast sky, the great ocean, and the highest peak empty
of all thoughts. Always keep your body filled with
light and heat. Fill yourself with the power of
wisdom and enlightenment.”
-Morihei Ueshiba O-Sensei

My First Year of Training
By Hellmuth Witte
I‟ve been studying Tangsooology for about a year
now. Overall it has been a rewarding experience and
I‟ve been able to attain a green belt. So far other
students have come and gone and the dynamics of
the classroom have changed. For some reason I
didn‟t think that would be the case, but if there is one
constant thing in life it is change.
It seems like I can sometimes now know what the
instructors are asking me to do in class and actually
do it. This definitely wasn‟t the case when I started
and had absolutely no clue whatsoever as to what I
should be doing. I think I‟ve improved in terms of
the speed and power of my techniques, but I
certainly have a long way to go to become
competent in actually defending myself from a
determined attacker.
Working continuously on one-steps has begun to
teach me to move and react as opposed to just
standing slack jawed and getting punched in the
face. I need to continue to work on strengthening
my hands and wrists so I can eventually punch
through some boards without injuring myself. As
time allows I‟d like to attend some more Aikido
classes to improve my rolling and falling which is
another area that I need to drastically improve. My
goal for my second year of training is to continue to
attend classes regularly as well as continuously
improving my skills.
Return to Training
By Kristen Fenner
I‟ve recently started studying Tang Soo Do again
after 18 years. I've always had the desire to study
again but didn‟t have the opportunity to dedicate
myself to the art. I am so glad to be back and I am

enjoying the workouts. It can be frustrating at times
because I want to be back at my previous level. I
know that I have to be patient and work hard which I
am willing to do.
When I started Tang Soo Do again I decided I
wanted to take Aikido as well. It is a very intriguing
art. The techniques are simple, yet complex. I feel
this will take much discipline and practice to learn.
In the short time I have been practicing, I feel I am
already learning how to relax and I am more aware
of my center.
I am excited I have found the Center for Aikido and
Tang Soo Do Studies. I feel comfortable there and
the instructors Sabom Speaks and Sensei Miller are
very knowledgeable and I am thankful they have
given me the opportunity to train under them.
Meditation in the Martial Arts
By Rob Roberts
Intuition tells me that meditation must be important
in Aikido. Everything I read about the purpose and
use of meditation says that it helps one relax.
However, anyone who knows me knows that I am
very relaxed already. If I were any more relaxed I‟d
be dead. So what can meditation do for me?
You may have experienced the phenomenon of
“motor learning.” When a movement is repeated
over time, a long term “muscle memory” is created
for that technique. In order for this to happen, the
mind must be free of distractions. Once there was a
student who trained at our school who would execute
every movement with great deliberation, move
haltingly, stop, and say “wait a minute” while trying
to learn a technique. Unfortunately, few real
attackers will pause to let one figure out how to
move next.
Think of the sky as an analogy for human
consciousness. Clouds in the sky are thoughts which
pass through your mind. Some clouds are big and
some are small. Some are dark and some are bright.
Your mind must be unclouded before the autopilot of
muscle memory can move your body without
conscious effort. This state is called “no mind” and
this is one application of meditation.
Attaining single mind is an intermediate step on the
way to no mind. This involves concentrating on one
thing only. There are a number of things upon
which one can focus:













Breathing
A sensation
A sound
Music
A sight
A thought
An emotion
A mantra
A smell
A taste
Other things are possible

Motor learning begins when we attain the single
mind. When we achieve “no mind,” we may not be
aware of space and time. A similar experience is
when we drive to work and have no recollection of
the intervening journey. This sensation is a good
indicator that meditation is resulting in the desired
state of mind. Attaining this state of mind may at
first seem to only be possible when we shut out all
other distractions such as light and noise. However,
there have been times in my life when I‟ve been
experiencing emotional or physical pain and it
vanishes as soon as I step on the mat. I think this is
a kind of instant meditative state that we can all go
into with practice.
Tangsoodo
By Jimmy Hartford
Currently in my Tangsoodo class, I just ranked up to
Green belt. I feel very confident in my new position.
I‟m learning many new combinations and forms.
Tangsoodo is much more than physical education; it
also is mind and intellectual training. Remembering
all these forms, combinations, and stances is
definitely the mind workout. Righting down or
practicing everything I learn helps and makes a great
significance. I now know fourteen forms, thirteen
combinations, and many blocks and strikes.
Repeating each and every move or function I do
helps me remember everything. Working on
perfection with my stances and moves are what I‟m
working on. I‟m also trying to hit the pressure points
for maximum power. (If needed) I have learned lots
of arm bars, shoulder locks, and how to get out of
grabs in multiple scenarios. Training here in
Tangsoodo is lots of fun. I enjoy every last bit of it. I
learn something new every day. Learning new ways
to defend from a grab or attack is my favorite part
though. When I complete it, I think, “Did I really

just do that” or “That was Awesome.” I love to train
with my instructors and classmates. Furthermore,
Tangsoodo is a really fun, mind and physical
working activity that I enjoy!

Instructors’ Thoughts
Benefits of Traditional Training
By Sabom Tim Speaks
The greatest thing about martial arts training in my
opinion is that it serves as an unequaled tool for
personal self development. A person can pursue
music, art, science, or any of a myriad of human
disciplines and accomplish some amazing things.
The cool thing about martial arts training is that is
encourages study of all these things in order to
become a more informed and aware human being.
After all, isn't being aware, as in aware of our
surroundings, a large part of our self defense?
We each have our own personal reason, or reason's,
for beginning our martial arts training. Perhaps most
people seek out the martial arts primarily for selfdefense. Some people are looking for a weight loss
program or to “get in shape”. Still, others are looking
for an activity that builds self confidence. Even
though all of these reasons are valid and worthwhile,
I still believe that the self-defense aspect of the
martial arts lies at the heart of its allure. Any greater
benefits above and beyond this are eventually
realized only by the persistent practitioner.
However this requires patience. Something on the
order of several years may pass before a person
starts feeling and noticing the subtle changes. For the
person looking for a quick “learn to kick butt”
program this would be unacceptable. There are
fighting systems that claim to specialize in
accomplishing this goal but I remain highly
skeptical. Any system that focuses on bettering, or
battering, the other person rather than bettering
yourself will fall short on both accounts.
Again, true skill in any human endeavor takes time
and patience. I like the metaphor of a person being
like an musical instrument that you never stop
learning to play a little bit better each day. Many of
the greatest personal developments occur over many
years of martial arts training. As anecdotal evidence,
I have never spoken to a person who has trained
many years that has not reported positive personal
refinement.
As may be evident, I often have to explain the
tangible benefits of training in the martial arts to the
uninitiated. I have been asked the question “what can
martial arts training do for me” several times in
recent months, and I've been contemplating what the
best answer could be. Also, I believe it's a good

practice to put myself in other people‟s shoes and
ask beginner questions. What would I need to hear if
I was considering training in a martial art but I didn't
know what good it would do for me? Why choose
traditional martial arts over other options available?
What do I tell students and prospective students they
can expect from traditional martial arts training?
We always tell people and students that, in addition
to teaching a person good self defense skills,
traditional martial arts training will help you develop
your physical, mental, intellectual, and spiritual self.
But what does that mumbo-jumbo mean? It may be a
work in progress, but here are some of the fortune
cookie ideas I've come up with so far:
Physical conditioning – you should begin to notice
your strength, balance and flexibility improving.
Coordination and fine motor skills will also be
improving as you stretch, bend, open, and close your
body through the various exercises and drills. There
is some overlap here with the mental conditioning
since the mind and body are one, and thus are
becoming more integrated with practice.
Mental Conditioning – you should start noticing an
improvement in your ability to focus. Your mind in
becoming clearer. You are able to better regulate
your emotions and control the words that come out
of your mouth. Through careful study of your own
human condition you can better relate to others.
From this comes compassion, inner calm, courage,
etc..
Intellectual Conditioning – The practice of
memorizing and recalling complex patterns and
movements is a constant exercise for the brain. You
should be developing your reasoning skills. Your
training encourages you to seek excellence in all
your life's intellectual pursuits. By forcing your mind
to struggle and learn new things it will develop into a
sharper instrument for you to wield.
Spiritual Conditioning – Calming and clearing your
mind, you to begin to glimpse the greater reality
around you. You're developing the courage to see
and accept things as they truly are rather than how
you wish them to be. You're gradually letting your
delusions fade away. You are starting to know
yourself on a much deeper level and are finding your
place in the universe. You're Ki begins to develop
into an actual tangible sensation, such as moving in

light warm water, and is no longer just a figment of
your imagination. And this is still just the beginning.
Lastly, as I write these thoughts down, intending
them mostly for the beginning student, I'm reminded
once again that I have a lot of work to do. I also
realized that these are not four separate aspects of
the self that we are cultivating individually. Rather,
all of these things are to be worked on
simultaneously. Keep in mind that different people
will experience things differently and at different
times throughout their training. However, traditional
training methods that are time tested and proven will
insure that everyone develops along these same
lines. Tang Soo!
The Origin of Tai Chi
By Instructor Mike Anderson
The concept of Tai Chi dates back five thousand
years to the time of the Yi Jing. Tai Chi literally
means the “Supreme Ultimate.” This is symbolized
with the Yin/Yang symbol, or more appropriately the
Yin/Yang symbol is really known as the Tai Chi
symbol.
This idea of “Supreme Ultimate” is a way of
describing the Tao, and describes it simply with only
two words, as the “Supreme Ultimate.” That is, it is
beyond words. Two thousand five hundred years
later the Tao Te Jing tells us that the true Tao cannot
be named. This unnameable concept is the name
given to Tai Chi Chuan by Zhang San Feng.
Zhang San Feng was a noted martial artist seven
hundred years ago in the Ming Dynasty. In his later
years he went to contemplate in Wudang. There he
watched a magpie and snake battle. If the magpie
attacked the snake‟s head, the snake would move his
head and strike with his tail. If the magpie attacked
the snake‟s tail, the snake would move his tail and
attack with his head. The snake looks soft on the
outside, yet possesses remarkable strength. This
concept of softly avoiding the aggressor and
responding was not practiced at this time. The
popular belief in martial arts practice was force met
with force, and the stronger and faster opponent
wins. Yet Zhang San Feng witnessed in nature that
softness overcomes force.

Inspired by this event, along with the philosophies of
the Tao Te Jing, Yi Jing, and Wuxing, he developed
Tai Chi Chuan, or literally “Supreme Ultimate Fist.”
This example of nature corresponded with the Tao
Te Jing when it says “the soft overcomes hard.” In
practice, when an opponent can stay relaxed, alert,
and respond to a forceful attack, he can use four
ounces of force to deflect one thousand pounds of
force. While easy to describe, it requires years of
practice to achieve this ability, and we call these
individuals, Masters.
The unbroken lineage of Wudang Masters starts with
Zhang San Feng, and is passed down from Master to
disciple to the present day. We are fortunate to live
in a time when one of these Masters lives in our
country and is willing to share his knowledge. Yun
Xiang Tseng facilitates workshops across the United
States, is the deputy director of the San Feng
Friendship Association (in Wudang), and is the
founder and director of the North American Wudang
Taoist Association.
Although we don‟t need to defend ourselves as our
ancestors did in the Ming Dynasty, Wudang Tai Chi
Chuan offers a discipline to promote health, healing
and clarity of mind. Through slow gentle movements
synchronized with breathing, we can release tension,
and increase strength and flexibility. As our body
moves more naturally without stress and tension, our
mind and focus becomes stronger and clearer. This
legacy is available to us now.
For more information on Wudang Martial Arts see
www.wudangtao.com or
www.wudangsanfengpai.com, for local classes see
www.dostudies.org.

A Formal Request for Testing Promotion
As Submitted to

Jugensoku Aikido of San Diego, CA in Collaboration
with The Colorado Purple Mountain Dojang/Dojo
Association
Commercialism and the Exploitation of Modern Aikido
By Sensei Jude Miller
Aikido, being a relatively new martial art based on previous ancient arts, has seen dramatic change in the
short time it has been practiced and shared in its current state. Aikido, due to its oftentimes misunderstood
spiritual appeal and martial effectiveness, has come to be associated with the mysterious and even mystic. Some
seek out aikido solely as a harmonious spiritual/religious pursuit, having no interest in the martial roots or
applications of the Art. On the other end of the spectrum, there are certain practitioners who abandon the
concepts of Ki and spirituality entirely, focusing on rote physical motions and the combative effectiveness of
aikido.
Being considered a newer and more contemporary martial art has afforded us with actual video footage of
the Founder. The ease with which O-Sensei executes techniques, and how his small physical stature betray his
martial prowess is an inspiring, if not confusing sight. Combined with O-Sensei‟s verbal teachings and view on
spirituality, many have come to seek aikido as a means of empowerment. Part of the appeal of aikido is the
sense of mystery surrounding its techniques. The site of seeing an aikido practitioner send an attacker sailing
across the mat with the slightest of movements is quite contradictory to how Western cultures understand strength
and physical engagement. Western culture in particular places great emphasis on physical stature equating to the
ability to defend one‟s self. In more simplified terms, it can be said that physical stature equates to
empowerment. Aikido generates appeal in those who do not naturally possess a mighty physical stature.
Conversely, aikido also generates appeal in those who do posses a strong physical stature, as the Art has been
demonstrated to be effective against individuals who possess physical might and strength. This is how the
beginner or uninitiated mind sees aikido.
And there is nothing wrong in seeking aikido as a means to empower and develop oneself. What draws
people to train in martial arts is a sense of dissatisfaction and/or genuine curiosity and interest. Human beings
naturally want to belong to and achieve something greater than themselves. Having an ability to defend oneself
in this material world from physical violence is in line with our natural self-preservation instincts. Seeking a
greater spiritual state is in line with our natural ambitions to become greater than we currently are. Training in
aikido would seem to develop both of those aims, therefore appealing to the masses. Certain people recognize
this, and unfortunately exploit these truths, whether it is consciously or subconsciously, for their own personal
gain.
Many martial arts schools attempt to incorporate, or already claim to incorporate aikido into their
curriculum. In my experience, it is typically schools that teach karate, taekwondo, or other striking systems that
attempt to incorporate aikido in their system of practice. My very first karate school claimed to have aikido as
one of its four base arts that compiled the system that we were taught.
I should also note that this was in the early 1990‟s, and comment on the climate of the martial arts
community. Karate and taekwondo had reached a peak, and as a result, a great many people were practicing

these arts. By virtue of the number of participants, there were many schools. Many of these schools were good.
Many more were commercial and existed primarily as a means to generate an income. This led to poor
instruction, tournament based training, and an oversaturated number of black belt and “master” ranked
practitioners. All of these factors combined to water down the Arts.
Karate and taekwondo were also at the forefront of the collective American conscious. When anyone
would say “martial arts”, the immediate image that came into everyone‟s mind was that of a practitioner kicking
and punching. Sure, other Arts such as judo were popular. But none had the media exposure or market
penetration (i.e. schools) that the kung fu, karate and taekwondo had. Karate and taekwondo schools grew too
large, too quickly. Ranks were being handed out at alarming intervals. Skill, character, and personal
commitment were not as highly scrutinized when giving out promotions. This was all done to keep the income
flowing. If someone wanted a black belt, there was a school out there that would not deny them.
Eventually, the bubble burst. Highly ranked members of the martial arts community started to partake in
circus-like staged demonstrations. Some practitioners, perhaps knowing how easily they had obtained their rank,
questioned the validity of their practice. Some still decided to test this validity in combative competitions such as
what came to be known as mixed martial arts. When these individuals would get seriously injured and
embarrassed in front of large pay-per-view audiences, the general public began write these Arts off as ineffective
and good for nothing more than show.
Now, during this same time period, aikido was just being brought into the forefront of the American
conscious. While aikido was already popular in certain parts of the East and West Coasts of the United States, it
had yet to captivate the majority. Those who practiced Aikido were more frequently sincere martial artists, and
were less frequently the “snake oil salesmen” that had penetrated karate and taekwondo with their
commercialism.
During the past 25 years, many people received their first exposure to aikido from seeing Steven Seagal,
who began starring in movies in the mid to late 1980's. In his movies, his techniques seemed brutally effective
and efficient. This was in stark contrast to the flashy show kicks that dominated karate and taekwondo
demonstrations and movies. The American public perceived that Steven Segal was using a martial art that really
worked. If there were detractors, stating that anyone could look effective in a movie, Steven Seagal did his best
to silence them by appearing on late night talk shows (Merv Griffin, Arsenio Hall, etc) and performing
demonstrations. His demonstrations looked like his movies; brutally effective and efficient.
Being that the common image of martial arts in the collective American conscious involved kicking and
punching, Aikido immediately had an air of mystery to it. People were fascinated by this breath of fresh air.
Karate and Taekwondo now had a certain stigma as being “fake”, and people were looking for the “real thing”,
whether it be Aikido, cage fighting, etc.
It would be a few years, and only after I actually started training in Aikido, that I would see that the head
instructor of my first karate school had no background in Aikido whatsoever. So why did this individual claim to
have incorporated Aikido? Because, Aikido had the perception of being highly effective and dangerous, yet no
one knew exactly how.
Aikido appeals to people‟s natural fascination with the “unknown”, and if a school claims to have the keys
to unlocking an understanding of the unknown, then new students can be attracted. Sometimes, it is this same
fascination of the unknown which leads to certain martial arts schools attempting to incorporate Aikido into their
system. From an elementary point of view, the movements of Aikido and Karate are very different.
By growing at such a fast rate, Aikido too, would eventually come to experience the same difficulties that
Karate, Taekwondo, Kung Fu, and Judo did before it. Finally, certain individuals within the aikido community
looked to make a profit. Too many people being promoted and teaching too quickly, combined with the

development of a sense of elitism amongst certain Aikido practitioners who looked down on other martial arts for
the reasons mentioned above, have led to drastic differences in quality, the understanding and practice of
protocols and techniques of Aikido. Certain aikido practitioners view their spiritual Art as superior to the
lowbrow kicking and punching of karate and taekwondo. They view that they somehow have access to the true
knowledge of the unknown that Aikido has come to be associated with. Speaking from years of personal
observation and experience, I have inferred that a majority of aikido practitioners have had exposure to no other
martial art, or have abandoned previous martial arts in favor of solely pursuing aikido.
Even within our own school over the years, the aikido practitioners would never participate in any of the
tangsoodo functions, although tangsoodo practitioners would frequently participate in aikido functions. As a
matter of fact, if there was any function or seminar that was not specifically related directly to aikido, aikido
practitioners from our school would not support it or participate.
By isolating their practice and exposure to other martial arts, many modern aikido practitioners have
developed an attitude of superiority in regards to martial arts. I should also mention that this phenomenon only
occurs with those who have taken Aikido within the last 25 years or so. It must also be noted, however, that most
senior sensei and practitioners dating back beyond 25 years have had extensive training and exposure to other
martial arts.
I also believe that this isolationist practice has led to a certain stigma towards aikido from other martial
artists, who criticize aikido for not incorporating "realistic" attacks and being too "cooperative". Drawing from
personal experience, I can state that it is true, in general, that an aikido practitioner's attack is far less intense and
focused than that of a karate practitioner, as it lacks a certain urgency and intent. This practice in turn leads to a
lack of development with proper distancing within aikido, as many aikido practitioners move in too close to their
partner when practicing, leaving themselves open for a counter. Aikido practice in some schools has become so
overly concerned with the spiritual aspects and cooperation of the practice, that the training has lost all martial
effectiveness and meaning. This is not aikido, as both components are necessary to make the Art complete.
Aikido is still based in classical Budo and is a martial art.
Another form of "elitism" that I have personally experienced within the sphere of aikido has taken place at
seminars. Being a martial artist that practices multiple arts, I have attended Aikido seminars wearing a traditional
uniform, while sometimes attending Aikido seminars wearing a Tangsoodo uniform. When wearing my Aikido
uniform, I found that the other Aikido practitioners I trained with were very open and polite when training with
them. While wearing my Tangsoodo uniform at a later seminar and training with some of the exact same
individuals, I found them to no longer be welcoming. Rather, I found them to be either quite hesitant or
contentious and challenging, depending on whether their school focused on spiritual pursuit/cooperation or strict
martial technique.
Furthermore, commercialism has led to the further exploitation and delusion of aikido. Gradually over
time, especially over the past 25 years, principles such as character refinement and integrity, along with technical
proficiency, have given way to financial gains. Many schools focus on maintaining membership by reducing the
workload it places on students. If someone can easily achieve rank with mere attendance, then they are more
likely to stay. This same commercialism has corrupted a many number of karate, taekwondo, and kung fu
schools. As organizations and schools such as this grow, they become more and more isolated, as if to keep their
student base in the dark about the truth of the quality of their technique. I came to see that my original karate
school followed this mindset. As students, we were not allowed to seek out other Arts, and were expected to
keep to ourselves at tournaments, demonstrations, etc. It was positioned as us "guarding our Art." In aikido, this
isolation is even more prominent, as the Art necessitates lots of partner work, where karate-type systems can hide
it better through the utilization of dazzling kicks and aerial maneuvering. In aikido, if you work with many
partners from many schools, and your technique and connection is weak and ineffective with all of them, the first
logical question to ask is "Am I being taught correctly?" In my experience, the schools with an inordinately large
student base suffer in quality of teaching and technique.

Thomas H. Makiyama (8th dan), in his book Keijutsukai aikido: Japanese Art of Self-Defense, touches
upon and expands on this subject of isolation amongst aikido schools. He states that by holding private
exhibitions and demonstrations where only one organization is present, the impartial viewpoint of the uninitiated
is severely limited. He also expands on two ends this by stating that fantastic “techniques”, while entirely nonmartial and ineffective, are stunts that improperly influence people to believe in the mystical or falsely identify it
as traditional training.
Makiyama Shihan states that these developments occurred as a result of insufficient explanations and
knowledge of aikido, specifically by foreign instructors. Makiyama Shihan also believes that part of the reason
foreign instructors miss the point, so to speak, is due to the inclusion of commercialism. Interestingly, Makiyama
Shihan states that often times, foreign students are more interested and dedicated than their Japanese counterparts.
As a result, certain schools and organizations exploit this dedication for purely financial gains. Students who
recognize this exploitation have two choices; depart the organization or deal with it. Makiyama Shihan correctly
states that most stay so that recognition and involvement with the aikido organization is not utterly terminated. I
would also surmise that those who do choose to leave share their negative experience with others, leading further
deterioration of how aikido is viewed. Makiyama Shihan finds this current state of affairs to be “deplorable”.
Many of the large and established aikido organizations do focus their efforts to instill principles as well as
technical proficiency into their member base. A brief look at these organizations will demonstrate that each
strives to achieve the same basic premise. Aikido Schools of Ueshiba (ASU) states the following in their Student
Handbook: “Aikido is not a sport. It is a discipline, an educational process for training the mind, body and spirit.
An Aikido dojo is not a gymnasium. It is the place where the way of the discipline is revealed. Physical technique
is not the final objective, but a tool for personal refinement and spiritual growth. The correct attitude of respect,
sincerity and modesty, and the proper atmosphere are essential to the learning process. And as Aikido is a martial
way, they are essential to the safety of each individual.”
Yoshinkan places strong emphasis on the technical, while still subtly addressing the principles on their
website (http://www.yoshinkan.net/indexE.html): “Yoshinkan Aikido is not a sport. Aikido is the development
and strengthening of the body and mind, and the practical side of Aikido must never be forgotten. However,
Aikido is for all, irrespective of age, sex, race or culture.”
The United States Aikido Federation (USAF) states on their website
(http://www.usaikifed.com/about/aikido/): “As the physical practice of philosophical principles developed by OSensei, Aikido strives for the ultimate goal of peaceful resolution rather than defeat. Composed of three Japanese
characters: Ai, meaning harmony; Ki, spirit or energy; and Do, the path or the way, the word Aikido thus
signifies the "Way of Unifying Life Energy". In this regard, O-Sensei created a martial art in which the
preservation of one‟s attacker is equally important as one‟s own self defense.”
Ki Aikido (Shin Shin Toitsu Aikido Kai) on their website (http://www.kisociety.com/english/renew/aikidokai_001.html) states: “Our goal is to study KI through the physical practice of a
martial art. By studying physically, you learn true mind and body unification. You not only learn Aikido
techniques, but you learn to apply KI to all aspects of life. This is the main reason for studying mind and body
unification.”
It is quite clear that, despite different emphases on certain aspects, these major organizations agree in one
thing; that aikido is a martial art that encompasses the spiritual, mental, and physical. Additionally, it tends to be
those who run schools independently of these organizations that focus on commercialism. This is not to say that
independent schools are all concerned with commercialism as their primary focus. Our school, while being
independent, focus on the same qualities listed above in regards to martial arts; character refinement through
moral principles and technical proficiency.

Roy Suenaka Sensei, who broke away from both Aikikai and Ki Society to become independent, places
great emphasis on these very same ideals. (For further information on Roy Suenaka and his experiences,
Complete Aikido: Aikido Kyohan : The Definitive Guide to the Way of Harmony by Roy Suenaka and
Christopher Watson is an excellent read.)
Suenaka Sensei‟s organization website (http://www.suenaka.com/aikido.php) has this to say about aikido
study: “The Suenaka Martial Arts School teaches Suenaka-ha Tetsugaku-ho Aikido, which means "Suenaka style,
philosophical way." Equal emphasis is placed on physical and personal betterment. A direct student of O'Sensei,
Suenaka Sensei incorporates all of O'Sensei's teachings in his style, combined with his extensive experience in
real-world self-defense. The result is a martial art that is "street effective" yet respectful of all living things,
conducted in a dynamic, joyful and welcoming atmosphere, without conflict or machismo. All sincere seekers are
invited to study.”
Those who would prey upon and exploit the martial arts for their own monetary or egotistical gains are
primarily independent for one basic, yet major reason: by being independent, they can operate as they see fit
without having to submit or adhere to an established tradition or protocol. These individuals are typically ones
who at one point, belonged to such an organization, became upset, egotistical, dishonest, and/or greedy, and quit
to strike out on their own because “they know better.” Having studied martial arts in the Colorado region for
over 18 years, I have come to know of many schools and clubs in this area that were established in this manner.
While not all of these establishments directly exploit aikido or the martial arts, they do operate to pursue martial
arts on their own terms.
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For a Second Time since 2008, Dojo Business Became
Dirty Business
Lately I have been captivated by a new website. It is filled with all sorts of information, pictures and some
interesting videos. The Chief Instructor has written several papers on different aspects of Aikido, Budo and Ki
development. Case in point:
The Meaning Behind Aikido's Hakama by Ryan Goettsche Sensei:
Everything we do in Aikido has meaning. The way we enter the dojo, remove our shoes, bow, put on our uniforms, line up,
train, fold our hakama etc… The pleats represent the seven virtues of budo: Benevolence, honor, etiquette, wisdom,
sincerity, loyalty, and piety. These seven virtues are placed into the hakama so that every time it is donned, one is reminded
of these virtues… The hakama must also be worn with the respect it deserves. You are a representation of the school and
the art of O’Sensei. If you wear your hakama without paying attention to keeping the pleats crisp, clean, and sharp and if
you don’t fold your hakama to keep the pleats crisp, clean, and sharp, then you dishonor everything it represents.

Another paper, which was removed from his website:
The Greater Good by Ryan Goettsche Sensei:
Positive thoughts create positive results… Every time negative thoughts such as anger and frustration fill your body, STOP
and in that moment, think about why you allowed those feelings to manifest. Then relax, breath in deep to your HARA (belly
/ anatomical center), hold in the positive air letting it nurture positive KI and exhale the negative manifestations you created.
Do this daily at work, home and during training. There is no need to create negativity since there is already so much out
there. Help to promote the truth of the universal and the benefits are infinite.

The full reading of the text can be found at: www.aikidocoloradosprings.com and www.craikido.com
respectively.
Why do I choose to bring this subject up? Well the long answer is what I read from this gentlemen‟s current
writings (and website) lack a certain quality of sincerity and honesty with how I remember his treatment of me
since 2010. The problem culminated through several email correspondences which surfaced in June of 2011 but
traces back to a disagreement I had with him in December of 2010. Where was his attention to positive ki or the
seven virtues of the hakama he puts around his waist? Where was his humility to his school and his teacher?
These are the questions that cross my mind as I peruse his website.
The problem that I saw occurred in June of 2011, whereby Mr. Goettsche removed himself from the Center for
Aikido and Tangsoodo Studies…dishonorably as I recall! A simple face to face courtesy conference with fellow
instructors would have gone a long way to leaving honorably. Clearly he forgot everything I tried to teach about
supporting group relationships and giving watchful attention to our etiquette. Whenever we seek to join a group,
club, ensemble, job, church…or whatever it may be, enroll honestly, and when the time comes that you must
depart, do it honestly!! It is THAT simple! Be honest…not dishonest. This has been our credo since I founded the
school back in 1987.

As the title line of my paper suggests - Dojo Business Became Dirty Business – is when REAL problems begin to
rear their vicious head. I being the “main guy” in charge of all matters for our Association demanded that I
speak up! So on December 5 2010, I sent a letter [with an email qualifier] to the acting instructor for our Aikido
program at the Center for Aikido and Tangsoodo Studies, the following email and letter read:
Sensei Ryan,
The catalyst for my paper was based on my recent experiences while visiting the school and the wedding. I feel that each instructor for the Center for Aikido and Tangsoodo
need to view my concerns. If the school is to survive as a viable teaching institution then the instructors have to dig deep and remember that I have always taught from an
Asian Perspective.
This means that I give recognition to all my instructors [living or not] and to the most important figures that influenced my development. I remain humble and I do not forget
that I am responsible to something greater.
Most American stylists do martial arts for themselves and for profit and recognition. I am aware that each of you is certainly free to follow your own conceits and bid me
farewell...no problem. Hal did it and so have many others and any of you could say that is because I am too demanding...but I am not. The reason is that as people advance
they feel they do not have to learn the next phase of their training. Senior students actually become conceited. But if you want to belong to my association then I expect each
instructor to give my teacher their utmost respect and making greater effort to be present when he is present. Honesty demands honesty. When I go home then you can go
home...it is that simple. Just because we are not at a dojo/Dojang affair does not relive yudanja/sha of their responsibilities. At the reception I experienced a few
disappointments as it relates to martial training.
I am really left with only four options. 1. Never attend any event with instructors from the Center for Aikido and Tangsoodo Studies thereby I never place myself in a
situation where students will disappoint me. 2. Never visit the school thereby no one will ever have to restructure their lives for my visits. 3. Only associate with the students
who have demonstrated true support for my presence and make my workouts by invitation only. 4. Resign entirely thereby never having to think about or allow anyone to be
around me.
I have much to think about and so do you!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sensei Ryan,

Sun 12/05/10

I decide to put my disappointment in writing so that both you and I can see the problem more clearly.
As Sabom Speaks relayed to you over the phone my disappointment this visit was based on you not being fully aware of your role and responsibilities
as the chief instructor for the aikido program at your school whenever you have guests visiting your school. My observations have been kept in a
mental check list since you and Sensei Robyn took over the teaching duties at the Center for Ai-Ki-Do and Tang-Soo-Do Studies in the spring of 2008.
There have been a few opportunities for you to support me and my Tang-Soo-Do group. You were present in Longmont Colorado when you led the AiKi-Do group up for their first visit. Earlier this year you took the group again to Longmont to hold a seminar. These acts of sacrifice and support for our
Tang-Soo-Do brother in Longmont make me feel proud.
However whenever Sabom Parenteau visits Mr. Arnold’s school you’re never present. When there are Ai-Ki-Do events at your school you manage your
responsibilities but fail to lend moral support in the form of your presence to my Tang-Soo-Do group. I ask, “Why?” Yes, I am aware that you gave a
demo for Mr. Arnold’s School but whenever I am teaching Tang-Soo-Do at either school, your absence is obvious to my eyes.
This is the same behavior Hal, Sam and Rob demonstrated and it has always bothered me. Even though I would address these issues at times through
emails, phone calls or the Newsletter, in the end I had to simply write off their air headed behavior as selfishness and ignorance. I have always taught
both arts and that my expectations for all yudanja/sha have always been very high.
Barring the 5 reasons to not be available, as the senior instructor of the school, you need to make every effort possible to support me whenever an
event arises. My Tang-Soo-Do instructors represent the other Half of the School. Sabom Parenteau, Sabom Speaks, Sabom Miller, Kyosa Arnold and
Kyosa Fellah deserve more than a mere nod. They deserve your presence and input whenever possible.
Case in point, as you well know I teach from an Asian perspective. Some people balk at this notion. However this perspective is not that strange. It is
the very reason that all true “Do” practitioners are able to gather together, bow to each other and instruction is then given to the students in order to
pass along what the instructor has learned through the long years of training from his/her instructor. You are aware of this as many of your Bulletin
submissions addressed those subjects. But when it was your turn to see…you missed it!
I have seen American stylists teach Asian Arts in an American way and it sucks! Simply put, the deeper purpose of the art is not present. The etiquette
is superficial and more often than not - nonexistent. The focus is strictly technique to dominate another person or crank up the instructor’s ego-period.
There is no logical order or deeper thought related to some half realized idea of punching, kicking, throwing or submission techniques. My view is
there are no copyrights related to self defense movements but most schools strive to propagate violence and the drive to win over others as well as

spin a profit off innocent sincere students. MMA is very illustrative of this principle. All the arts presently suffer from some ill conceived curriculum or
illegitimate profit hungry instructors.
These clowns are not my problem! However if a person’s eyes are wide open and their ears are large and their brain engaged then a noble art can be
passed along to a new generation intact. The responsibility always sits squarely on the shoulders of an honest instructor. This is the honest Asian way!
This is the honest American way! The popular current American method is short sighted and always governed by greedy profits.
You are wondering at this point, what does any of this have to do with me? As I stated over the phone you made no effort to contact me when my
wife and I relocated up to Monument. Had you called I would have been able to keep you up to date. It is not Sabo Sensei’s task to phone me but
rather it is my responsibility to keep in touch with him. I can appreciate whatever Sabo Sensei shared with you the night of the reception however like
Sam George and Mark Crary you forgot that you still had another responsibility, me!
At the reception it was your obligation to come over to my table so I could introduce you to my wife and you could introduce your family to her. This is
the same nonsense that happened at Hal’s wedding! When I arrived with Amber and Jackie no one got up to offer me a chair or even considered
saving me a seat! Jude was aware of this fact hence the reason for assigned seating.
Sabom Miller called me every day to make sure I was okay. He spoke to me on his wedding night! I admit I was a bit puzzled and confused but his
concern for my well-being and Kimberly’s spoke to me in a way that brought tears to my eyes because he cared enough to make sure I had everything
I needed, even on his wedding day/night! I can phone him and I know if I get his voice-mail he will phone me back in a timely fashion.
I was sitting at breakfast *Sunday morning+ and I leaned in to ask Sabom Speaks, “Where is Sensei Ryan?” I got an answer then my mind drifted to
Saturday morning. Some people forget that my Tang-Soo-Do group is just as special and important as my Ai-Ki-Do group. Some people forget the
contributions that my Tang-Soo-Do instructors heaped on the Ai-Ki-Do side of our school.
There were two important reasons why I had to keep my appointments at Kyosa Arnold’s Dojang and forgo being with Sabo Sensei on Monday and
Wednesday evening. I was not able in August to meet my Wednesday obligation with his school because I had to return to Maryland. Second was that
this Thanksgiving week was the memorial remembrance workout for my instructor, Master J. H. Lee. I wanted to honor his memory by being at both
locations to share with Kyosa Arnold and his students some Tang-Soo-Do.
I am aware that you do not study Tang-Soo-Do. However in another time and place Kevin Johnston once proudly declared that he was quitting my
Tang-Soo-Do group in order to follow Adam and the International Tang-Soo-Do Federation. He explained his reasons and I listened then I asked him a
question, “The reason you are quitting is because you believe Kwan Jang Nim Kim’s organization can teach you better Tang-Soo-Do then you have
been taught up to this point here at this school?” He agreed and stated that he and Adam were going to practice the curriculum of the ITF because he
knew I no longer wished to remain associated with the ITF. I wished him and Adam well and thanked him.
The following night Kevin returned, I was puzzled, because I thought he quit! I asked him and he stated that he was here to practice Ai-Ki-Do. I asked
him, “So I am not good enough to teach you Tang-Soo-Do any more but I am good enough to teach you Ai-Ki-Do?” He agreed with my statement. I
told him there is another Ai-Ki-Do school in town…he was very puzzled by my comment. In rebuttal he told me that I often stated Ai-Ki-Do and TangSoo-Do are different arts. I said this is true Ai-Ki-Do and Tang-Soo-Do are different arts however the instructor is one in the same, how can I be inept
at one art and superb in another? There are other Ai-Ki-Do schools in town, we must see the decisions we make more clearly and accept the results of
those decisions. Kevin sat in the office for a while and finally realized what his decision had brought, and he left. That was November of 1993. The next
time I saw him was August of 1997 in front of his apartment complex.
He had moved to Pennsylvania to follow his dream and that dream lasted one year. Adam was never able to support Kevin with his dream. Kevin
advanced and was teaching for the guy because that’s what those organizations do! They rake in the dough while the students teach hence no
responsibility to the original purpose of running a Dojang. Kevin moved back to Colorado disillusioned in 1996. Kevin learned that the “new” way of
running a Dojang means to forgo traditional Asian teachings, which led him to a dead end and no future study of a grand art.
What do my ramblings have to do with you? As you stated on the phone; “no one told me!” or “I did not know!” Well, as I told you a smart
Instructor/Sensei is supposed to know. Gurdjieff taught that a serious student should always verify, therefore in the future I hope you will always be
two steps ahead of me. My statement assumes if you still want to stay associated with me. Our association strives to maintain a high standard of
technique and martial history as well as etiquette.
If technique is the only thing you are interested in teaching then you do a disservice to your students. Because you must teach as if your students will
eventually visit Japan. This is where the truth will come to light for their training and for yours. In other words we always give students the best we can
offer. The reality is they may never cross paths with a Traditional organization but like the Tang-Soo-Do group we must still provide solid training
because when a serious student leaves to train elsewhere they will be judged by their knowledge and so will our school. When I first attended Sabo
Sensei's Ai-Ki-Do classes this is how he taught. He was studying Ki-principles and Shiatsu and he often referenced many Japanese concepts during his
classes. He still offers philosophical ideas every time he teaches.
As for Sabom Parenteau, Sabom Speaks, Sabom Miller, Kyosa Arnold and Kyosa Fellah, they have all been to San Diego and have witnessed Tang-SooDo training. They saw that they easily can fit right in with what the Institute or Master Conniry teaches with no difficulty. I have donated 23 years to

the service of your school. You began your training in 1994, have you been deaf and blind to how your seniors took care of me whenever I needed
them to do so? Fast forward to 2008 and the Tang-Soo-Do instructors demonstrated these same things. Did you forget or is it you feel this approach is
strictly for Asian teachers only?
Since Sabo Sensei’s very first visit to Colorado way back in May of 1991 the Asian approach to tending to Sensei’s needs has always been in progress.
Why you forgot this detail still puzzles me? I really do not know what to think because this has been going on for some time. I am fully aware of your
family dynamic but when duty toward the school rings its bell we need to be ready to give service. Our school has no uchi-deshi program that runs
24/7. However our school fell down after Hal, Sam and Rob took over, their complaints of having to be available whenever I needed them were hollow
and ignorant.
To recap what is expected of the Sensei's/Instructor's of The Center for Aikido and Tangsoodo Studies whenever there is a guest in town is to always
make every attempt to disclose your schedule to your guests so that they will know when you are available. A simple phone call can go a long way in
learning what needs to be accomplished.
Emails are okay but should not be assumed to be read or the main source of communication during in-town visits. Face to face or direct phone contact
is best. The fact that I had to feel disappointment, and the fact that I had to make a phone call and now the fact that I had to write this damn email
tells me that I may have to re-evaluate my long years of work that I put into Aikido and Tangsoodo when the people that are suppose to know...do not
know how to take care of their guests!
I will wait to read your thoughts [and anyone else who cares to speak out] on these subjects that I have put forth and my hope is that you will reflect
deeply on what it means to be able to teach this grand art to innocent students who put their trust in any instructor who steps in front of the group to
teach a noble art.
Vernon Medeiros
Colorado Purple Mountain Dojo/Dojang Association
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mr. Goettsche‟s response on 12/5/2011 to my original letter was an interesting checklist of my ramblings or what
I like to refer to as “previous life experiences.” What is curious about Mr. Goettsche‟s need for clarification was
the fact that Kyosa Arnold wrote an email response to my letter and within Kyosa Arnold‟s letter were the correct
responses. It was a simple assessment of his time with me while I was in his Dojang and other places around
town. Kyosa apologized and life rolled on! I was very moved by his email because it was unexpected and I
learned a lot about how he respects my martial experiences.
Unfortunately for Mr. Goettsche, Kyosa Arnold had set the standard by which I would review Mr. Goettsche‟s
first response. Also I would soon learn from a later response that Mr. Goettsche looses sleep whenever I mention
a problem or I am displeased. I was sorry to learn that he takes everything I say to heart or shall I say…to the
extreme! If a person is losing sleep then clearly they are distorting their relationship to our school. I cannot think
of anyone in the twenty odd years of my school that ever lost sleep over my displeasure‟s. Below is Mr.
Goettsche‟s need for more clarification:
From: rgoettsche
to: houseofblueleaves@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: my concerns
Date: Sun, 5 Dec 2010 17:58:09 +0000
Sensei,
After reading through the email and attached letter, I just need to clarify for my understanding:
-I don't recognize my instructor and their instructors.
-I am not humble and don't realize that I'm responsible for something greater.
-I'm a conceited American stylist out for making money and a name for myself.
-I'm no better than Hal, Sam, Rob, Mark and even Kevin?
-I'm a selfish, ignorant airhead.
-My teaching of an Asian art is American style based and it sucks, I teach with no purpose, my etiquette is superficial and I'm just a technician trying
to crank up my ego.
-I'm a shortsighted, dishonest instructor/student driven by greed for money.

-You configured the assigned seating at Sabom Miller's reception.
-You were puzzled and confused by Sabom Miller's calling you on his wedding day.
-I'm running the dojo in a new way and forgoing traditional Asian teachings.
-You feel that technique is the only thing I care about and I am a disservice as an instructor.
-I don't give the students the best that I have to offer.
Is this correct?
Ryan

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------My response then came on 12/9/2010:
From: houseofblueleaves@hotmail.com
To: rgoettsche
Subject: RE: my concerns
Date: Thu, 9 Dec 2010 11:07:26 -0500
Sensei Ryan,
Well I see your mind is easily prone to being misled. If you are the defensive type like Sensei Robyn then read what you want but if you dig deeper maybe you will see that
you are incorrect in your assessments of my ramblings? You missed the whole point! Just like when we were guests at Sensei Renders club!
It does not matter what my opinions are about people or things! When being in the "real moment" this requires us to see clearly and you should have been offering to help
clean the mats, not sitting watching others clean them!
At least make the offer and allow them to relive you of the obligation! Instead you sat in the chair! You‟re the instructor of the Center for Aikido Studies. Sabo Sensei has
again made this so. Therefore as a guest in another dojo we must pay attention and offer our services otherwise we appear to be either lazy or arrogant! We should always
reflect, even if we had problems with people before that moment, those problems are in the past and the moment is all we have to get it right!
Like at Castle Rock Aikikai, you are now an instructor for that school and it is your job to teach more than technique. 30 people came to Sensei Sabo's visit that you
arranged. This is a powerful opportunity for you to still give respect and support to Sean's other instructors but you must also recognize that you are 4 Dan and you have the
clout to encourage greater attendance requirements from Sean‟s student base. In other words you make it known to both Sean and the students that good attendance requires
effort from each student and that they [the students] need to be more respectful of each instructor at Castle Rock Aikikai.
When we teach a student to put their shoes neatly on the floor and their uniforms on correctly and we teach them to show support to each other by being present then we can
teach techniques. When we as instructors take charge of the group at all times [and there are 4 of you] then nothing will be missed. When people cut out early or sit on their
chairs then nothing gets done and an instructor with 30 yrs experience is then led to disappointments. Have you written Sabo Sensei or Sensei Render a thank you note? I
thought not because I have not gotten one.
It really is that simple. Take care of students the way you handled the demo at the Japan Fest, always take care to see things that need to be done in the moment. People who
do not train in Budo do not understand this simple fact.
Your defensive positions that you often times choose is what leads your mind. Case in point; "I guess I will always be Ryan san to them..." of course you will! Why? Because
Hal started before you, Tip as well! Brad, Dave and Mark all began their aikido studies before you. Sam did not nor Ken but Sam has Sensei Render now as does Ken and
both formally broke away from you hence they do not see you as Sensei. That is their narrow understanding but that will only change when you have completed your next
phase of training.
You need to re-read what I intended otherwise I am fully aware that you can tell me to go jump off a cliff! But I have that same option. My hope is the four of you will
appreciate what you are doing and truly support each other and the institution we all have had a hand in building.
I am tired trying to explain it all!

Vernon Medeiros
Colorado Purple Mountain Dojo/Dojang Association
13719 Dixie Drive
Hagerstown, Maryland
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Well my response did not sit well with this man who is known as Sensei Ryan Goettsche, 4th Dan on his web site,
who was our main example for all things Aikido at the Center for Aikido and Tangsoodo Studies. The passing of
time has a way of correcting some people as they begin to reflect on their mistakes.
But I am again reminded that IF this man who was teaching for our school understood the basics of simple
etiquette of Budo protocol (which his current website professes) then his next response begins his fateful journey
down the dark road of “I am better than he…”
On 12/14/2010 a student and teacher of our fine organization chose to exercise his western ideology and “speak
out” as it were and give me a good tongue lashing yet (as I read from his website) claims to understand the
depths of Budo etiquette. All I can add presently is in a traditional dojo there is no democracy! Democracy has

nothing to do with training in traditional Asian arts and our associations standards were stated very clearly. For
a guy who espouses, “I always strived to do the right thing to make "you" proud because you were my Sensei and I
honored you, your experiences and years of training.” …well his “right thing” opportunity came and rather than
follow his belief he chose to do the rude thing and blast me!
What Mr. Goettsche failed to realize is when he blasts me he illustrates his own failing but also he points to my
own failings as an Aikido instructor because he demonstrates rudeness rather than duty. Therefore I must
reconsider every aspect of our Association and what it stands for. I must reflect on my poor or inadequate
instruction and how well I uphold the principles and values of Aikido as I spread the word. His history of training
with my school for seventeen years becomes the actual history – the good and the bad as well as the ugly. These
are choices we all make based on what we hope to achieve. I really wish he had done the Budo thing, that was my
hope, but we get what we get:
From: rgoettsche
to: houseofblueleaves@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: my concerns
Date: Tue, 14 Dec 2010 05:58:04 +0000
Sensei,
This is all an exercise in futility and your latest response confirmed for me much of what your e-mail indicated to me about your position in
relationship to others. For some it seems to be more important to lead from their ego by using intimidation, manipulation, judgment and their sense
of authority than to lift others up to their fullest potential by speaking from a compassionate heart. When we begin to feel "tired of explaining it all"
we should perhaps consider that what we are saying and how we are saying it may be the problem. My mind is not "easily prone to being led" as you
stated, that's just another example of the misdirection you perpetuate and your tendency to choose to respond with "fireworks" statements
whenever a situation doesn't resolve as you expected. It might be well for you to re-evaluate what leads you to feel disappointed in the actions of
others and learn to accept others where they are and support them in a loving way to further their development.
Unfulfilled expectations whether justified or unjustified typically lead to anger which seems to be an ever increasing theme in your communications
over the years. There is no question that we all have the right to be treated with respect and dignity. But respect and dignity also need to be earned
by each of us by how we stand in relationship to the rest of creation. Perhaps you confuse a desire for respect with a need to have your ego fed and
held above others rather than respected as all should be for the person they are. You appear to never be willing to own up to the truth and release
the destructive emotion, which you seem to demonstrate time and time again. Even though we've spoken over the phone many times of Positive Ki
Extension, it is something you by your own actions and thoughts seem unable to practice. You talk about the "Asian Perspective" but you appear to
use that term to mask and support what seems to be your passive aggressive personae, enabling you to attempt to control and manipulate people
into agreeing with your view of whatever you believe (martial arts in general, politics, music, parenthood, etc.) and when your views are questioned,
the defensiveness and anger rise, followed quickly by justifications which are attempts to subdue the self-doubt which results and convince others of
your credibility. We've had many phone conversations in which you've disclosed your plans/"game play" and then end them by giggling and saying
"I'm so bad aren't I?” Doesn’t having said that very thing cause you to ever question your own integrity in relationship with others? I remember being
in those moments thinking that what you disclosed wasn't right but disregarded those thoughts to support you because I believed you to be right.
My eyes have been opened wide since I finally saw the many things that transpired from 11/20-11/24. Your initial email after our phone
conversation, which included your letter-style attachment, and follow up emails have continued to reveal a new sense of who you are and the place
you come from in relating to others. I honestly was not being defensive at all when I posed the question in my email to you but you judged me to be
defensive and responded out of your own defensiveness and anger. Yes, I did find your words hurtful because I have throughout our relationship
taken everything you said to heart because I believed in you and what you said to be true and based in the Aiki way. If I had any shred of doubt in the
moment of the lessons you were providing, I would disregard the doubt and wait for the lesson to make sense later (be it 1 year, 10 years, 50 years)
and I always strived to do the right thing to make "you" proud because you were my Sensei and I honored you, your experiences and years of
training. I've had so many panic attacks and sleepless nights worrying if I have been doing the right thing and I've asked you during our phone
conversations over the past years if I'm doing the right thing, if I need to be doing anything more or differently, or if I need to be doing better. Your
responses have always been a supportive "You're doing fine!" or "You're doing a great job." Based on the fact that you've been keeping "mental
notes" since 2008, these were dishonest statements on your part. You've been storing up ammunition for another grand, public scolding for when it
filled a need for you instead of taking care of the issues at hand in the moment, which is always the most honorable, honest, and supportive thing to
do. The fact that I have feelings that can be hurt as everyone does and that I express the pain of my experience does not constitute a "defensive
type". I am also a unique person and cannot reasonably be labeled "just like" anyone else including Robyn. Our differences are obvious to anyone
with reasonable perception and discernment so detailing those differences here doesn’t serve a purpose. Your "scolding’s", and lack of timeliness in
their delivery plus general methodology in coaching the behavior of another are equivalent to somebody bringing a puppy home from the pound and
the puppy pees on the floor and the owner tells the puppy that it's okay, no worries...then the puppy chews on a shoe and the owner states again
that it's okay, no worries...then the puppy pees on the bed while they are playing with them and then without warning the person smashes the puppy
in the head, grabs it by the neck as hard as they can and throws it against the wall.
I am once again truly sorry for all of my perceived failings to you, Sensei Sabo, the school, to Hal, his school during your visit and all of the years of
prior failings in your eyes but those failings were never an intentional disregard toward the Art that O’sensei provided, your instructors, you, the
school, its' instructors, its' students, Sensei Render, his students, Kyosa Arnold, his students or anyone or anything else in this world. I would never

"throw you off the cliff" because that is just an example of aggression, hate and inharmonious thinking, but as you stated, you are free do that to me
if that is what you truly desire now, all because I peed on the bed.
Ryan

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After reading Mr. Goettsche‟s above response, I inserted my own on 12/14/2011 even though I missed the
„”game/play” definition and according to Mr. Goettsche, I used the term incorrectly…“mind games” is how I
interpreted his game/play terminology, which again he chose to scold me on, as well as many other points.
The main point for me from the outset was Mr. Goettsche lived about 2 miles from the hotel where all the
instructors for the Center for Aikido and Tangsoodo were staying. Sabo Sensei, Sabom Parenteau and I came
from out of town. I expected my senior Aikido instructor to make himself available when we gathered together or
at the very least, pick up a phone – he did not and I was forced to evaluate all that I had taught him as well as the
school since 1987. Yes I expected greatness! I expected an apology for not being present. Instead I got a lecture
which at the tail end of the lecture was a paragraph that began with: “I am once again truly sorry…” Ok then
why the lack of support and humility that goes along with what appears to be his apology? His actions since
12/14/2010 did not support his words nor did his actions support his Budo beliefs in June of 2011 when an
opportunity arose for him to leave honorably.
From: houseofblueleaves@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: my concerns
Date: Tue, 14 Dec 2010 22:17:46 -0500
Sensei Ryan,
I appreciate your sentiments, opinions and views as it all relates to my complaints but I do not feel this has been an exercise in futility for myself or
for you because your current email response has confirmed for me that finally you have given deep thought to all my issues. It does not matter that
the results may not be "business as before or all is fine and we move on" As you said below, be honorable and supportive, I liked your response, again
it shows me that you did struggle and dig deep and now have passed along to me your deep personal views.
As I told my Tangsoodo instructors on Saturday; Ryan is where he needs to be because he feels strongly about his stance against me. If you will allow I
need to answer your points below because I cannot remember most of them because the responses are too complex for me to continue along this
line.
Disclaimer: My remarks below are meant to explain, as you have now explained your position to me, because then at the very least you will always
know my reasons. Blue are my compassionate responses, or so I like to think! And red are my martial responses which I know you will reject.
Vernon Medeiros
Center for Aikido and Tangsoodo Studies of Maryland
From: rgoettsche
to: houseofblueleaves@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: my concerns
Date: Tue, 14 Dec 2010 05:58:04 +0000
Sensei,
This is all an exercise in futility and your latest response confirmed for me much of what your e-mail indicated to me about your position in
relationship to others. For some it seems to be more important to lead from their ego by using intimidation, manipulation, judgment and their sense
of authority than to lift others up to their fullest potential by speaking from a compassionate heart.
I cannot disagree with the bulk of this paragraph [because of your views] but again I do not see this as futile for if I did I would never have been able
learn your true point of view because you would have never have shared it, but now you have, it is well written but misguided.
I have to say I weld no power therefore in my mind intimidation and manipulation is impossible for me to accomplish.
All I have really done is put things into motion with the hope that something good will come from it. If this is manipulation then I accept my
manipulations of Sabo Sensei, Castle Rock Aikido, Hal's Club and Mendiola's group having a wonderful time training together. My manipulations can
sometimes be seen as gifts, but you do not wish to see it this way.
I accept Kyosa Arnold's manipulations to have me spend my limited free time at his Dojang training with his students rather than doing what I really
wanted to do which was drinking happy hour beer and sitting and relaxing at the hotel with my sweetie!
Because you held these thoughts is exactly why you failed to act in a humble way and your eyes must have been closed when Sabo sensei was kicking
my butt! The apology you placed at the end of this letter would have gone long way weeks ago!
When we begin to feel "tired of explaining it all" we should perhaps consider that what we are saying and how we are saying it may be the problem.
Quick martial responses are what one has to do in practice. But you are correct! I had forgotten how you need to consider a problem from all sides
before you feel comfortable but because I do Tang our Il Soo Sik practice teaches us quick action, so again this was my reason and I understand that
you do not have to accept any of my judgmental reasons but these are all I have because I viewed you as a 4 Dan.

Well this statement came about because Kyosa Arnold's email demonstrated what I had expected from you, a quick response! Your 4 Dan!
My mind is not "easily prone to being led" as you stated, that's just another example of the misdirection you perpetuate and your tendency to choose
to respond with "fireworks" statements whenever a situation doesn't resolve as you expected. (1) It might be well for you to re-evaluate what leads
you to feel disappointed in the actions of others and learn to accept others where they are and support them in a loving way to further their
development. Unfulfilled expectations whether justified or unjustified typically lead to anger which seems to be an (2) ever increasing theme in your
communications over the years. There is no question that we all have the right to be treated with respect and dignity. But respect and dignity also
need to be earned by each of us by how we stand in relationship to the rest of creation. Perhaps you confuse a desire for respect with a need to have
your ego fed and held above others rather than respected as all should be for the person they are. You appear to never be willing to own up to the
truth and release the destructive emotion, which you seem to demonstrate time and time again. Even though we've spoken over the phone many
times of Positive Ki Extension, it is something you by your own actions and thoughts seem unable to practice.
Wow! This is packed with complex stuff! And I can fully appreciate your lecture on all the topics that you are expressing. The only anger I have felt
was that I expected more from someone who states that they have been around me coming up on 17 years! Now if you had never experienced the
good the bad and the ugly I would concur.
If you were kyu ranked none of this would have passed my mind and I would never have had to mention it!
For me the problem was a 4 Dan was forgetting protocol or just did not see it and loving or not, justified or not I spoke out.
I have always treated people with respect but like you I need a confidant to vent to and maybe they can lend advice, so often Dojo business becomes
dirty business. Homma, Ikeda, Isoyama, Paulson, Sabo etc. have all been scolded loudly by their instructors. I can fully appreciate your sharing with
me the points of your complaint based on current Social Psychology interpersonal relationships and what is used in corporate circles, and suggesting I
need to do some major self-help on myself.
Because of my views about dojo business eventually becoming dirty business I needed to speak out no matter what the outcome. Dirty dojo business
is always negative.
I realize you have not been at the helm of your two ships ( Center for Aikido Studies and Castle Rock aikido) for a long length of time but like me, you
have experienced these problems yourself a few times with students and instructors from two schools and you handled them the way you did. I
thought you worked very hard with Mark Crary but in the end he really could not accept you as his Sensei. I suspected it when he left but this became
clear to me when we visited Hal's club. Like you, Hal's group is where they need to be and I am where I should have been years ago...
As for 1 + 2 had I adopted your view [and the current earth muffin approach in order not to offend delicate emotions] why bother to teach? Why
bother to correct anyone? Why bother to get out of bed? Your reasoning presupposes that I treat everyone in a contemptuous manner? I expect
great things from yudansha/ja! This is what I learned from every instructor I ever had. When Debra Noblett would call 3am to want to meet and talk
with me I never told her no! I said I can be there in 30 minutes! All the aikido yudansha have given me grief! The fact that you have a Center for
Aikido and Tangsoodo Studies to walk into in the year 2010/11 is precisely because I had to motivate yudansha to do what was important to keep the
school going.
You talk about the "Asian Perspective" but you appear to use that term to mask and support what seems to be your passive aggressive personae,
enabling you to attempt to control and manipulate people into agreeing with your view of whatever you believe (martial arts in general, politics,
music, parenthood, etc.) and when your views are questioned, the defensiveness and anger rise, followed quickly by justifications which are attempts
to subdue the self-doubt which results and convince others of your credibility. [** We've had many phone conversations in which you've disclosed
your plans/"game play" and then end them by giggling and saying "I'm so bad aren't I?”] Doesn’t having said that very thing cause you to ever
question your own integrity in relationship with others? 3 I remember being in those moments thinking that what you disclosed wasn't right but
disregarded those thoughts to support you because I believed you to be right.
As for #3 I disagree there were times when you mentioned that you were in disagreement with my plans and then I had to elaborate on my true
purpose. Is it really so bad that you are teaching at Castle Rock Aikido or that we visited Hal's Club? CRA is probably the best thing that has transpired
for you since Robyn left. It allows you two venues rather than one to reach out and spread your aikido. I guess I should have just kept my mouth shut
and not encouraged Robyn to attend that seminar?
The "Asian Perspective" is nothing more than consideration of the group. Everything is done on behalf of the group and paying close attention to who
are juniors and seniors are and to see that each is being cared for in that precise moment.
When I moved away in late 2004 the only mistake I made was keeping the dojo open. I should have walked away. But had I done that then I would
have been thinking of myself not the group! There was an earnest group of students who took on the responsibility to keep the dream alive so that
one day my instructor could walk in and smile. Had I done what Sean had to do I would have had to close the school because the business needs
would have dictated so?
The "I'm so bad aren't I?" is stated because I have experienced both sides of the coin. People who do nothing and people who try to do everything!
Frankly I was the person who always walked away...always! Call it my Catholic upbringing! I never had any troubles! Because I only associated until
problems occurred and then I was gone! It was difficult to maintain lasting musical relationships or friendships because when trouble [for whatever
reason] occurred I did not like it so I would leave!
When I began my community college journey in 1976 I did the same thing! If the class was not going well I would quit! Enrolled in something else etc.
What became the turning point for me were several key teachers in the spring and summer of 1979. My Sociology Professor, my Religious Studies
Teacher, my French Teacher, 3 Music Instructors and 2 martial arts instructors. 1979 was awesome!
From each of them I learned to stop quitting! When I returned to COS Professor Noblett and Debra Noblett continued the process. Yet Kyosa Arnold
could tell you that my need to take the easy path showed its ugly head many times because I had moved my Tang club around many times.
So the reason why I say "aren't I bad?" is because I know how people are and sometimes someone has to step in and create or force the opportunity
to interact "in the now" rather than wait till the heavens are in total realignment.
Imagine if I never accepted Nelson Nakata's money to open Chelton Loop dojo? Yes that's right! None of this nonsense that I have thrust upon you
would have ever transpired. But I would have still been training because I know where to look! You would have possibly been at Pike's Peak
Aikikai...or not? But again one thing would be certain...you would not be reading this email.
** I make no apologies for motivating instructors and students all these years to get proactive with their fellow students and their school in order to
keep it open. If you view that as intimidation, manipulation and being judgmental than I am a dinosaur! My being "bad" is because I am aware that I

could just leave well enough alone! But you were not there when Debra Noblett was mutinied by her crew, I was! Therefore even when things go bad
and people leave sometimes there may be opportunity to let others participate but in a different way. Presently I no longer have to consider anything
as it pertains to the Center for Aikido and Tangsoodo Studies. I am free!
My eyes have been opened wide since I finally saw the many things that transpired from 11/20-11/24. Your initial email after our phone
conversation, which included your letter-style attachment, and follow up emails have continued to reveal a new sense of who you are and the place
you come from in relating to others.
Interesting...I wonder what it was that you saw Saturday, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday because I did not see you until Tuesday evening.
Although we did speak on the phone, maybe my remarks Tuesday evening did not sit well with you? Again you were the 4 Dan who was hurt by their
greetings. What I am as of Saturday 12/11/2010 is free!
I have no martial response
I honestly was not being defensive at all when I posed the question in my email to you but you judged me to be defensive and responded out of your
own defensiveness and anger. Yes, I did find your words hurtful because I have throughout our relationship taken everything you said to heart
because I believed in you and what you said to be true and based in the Aiki way. If I had any shred of doubt in the moment of the lessons you were
providing, I would disregard the doubt and wait for the lesson to make sense later (be it 1 year, 10 years, 50 years) and I always strived to do the right
thing to make "you" proud because you were my Sensei and I honored you, your experiences and years of training. I've had so many panic attacks
and sleepless nights worrying if I have been doing the right thing and I've asked you during our phone conversations over the past years if I'm doing
the right thing, if I need to be doing anything more or differently, or if I need to be doing better. Your responses have always been a supportive
"You're doing fine!" or "You're doing a great job." Based on the fact that you've been keeping "mental notes" since 2008, these were dishonest
statements on your part. You've been storing up ammunition for another grand, public scolding for when it filled a need for you instead of taking care
of the issues at hand in the moment, which is always the most honorable, honest, and supportive thing to do.
I understand. What I said was; "if you are the defensive type..." It is a crying shame that you found what I wrote hurtful. Were you feeling hurt for me
or yourself when Sabo Sensei was scolding me Wednesday evening? He is my First Aikido instructor. He has allowed me to keep in contact with him
through the years. If he wants to scold me then I need to listen and consider all that he has to say!
Why would you be having sleepless nights, panic attacks or worry if you are practicing positive ki training? When I told you; "You're doing fine!" I
meant it! When you were not, I always called and offered my [as you now call them] manipulations. I call them suggestions but this is where we are
now with the true truth of your opinions now known to me.
You accuse me of making gross assumptions about your integrity; I can understand why you assume I am being dishonest with my "You're doing
fine!" statement because you feel hurt. However now that I have come forward to point out something [in the moment] which I feel is not fine with
me you cannot accept it with grace and humility...very confusing for me to understand.
My mental check lists are based on small things and the list is very small but now that you bring it up...like me, you may wish to reflect on your
opinions that you too have held tightly for Hal & his group, Sabom Miller & Sabom Speaks, Jack san , Rob san and people in general and all the dirty
business of dojo business as well as my instructor, Sabo sensei who has graciously always scolded me with love and compassion even though my ass
still hurts from the Kenpo kicking he gives it every so often...as you heard.
You took every rambling I wrote and fired it back at me! When you phoned me on Monday 11/29/10 all you said was Mr. Speaks said I should call,
rather than saying; I heard about your complaints and begin to enlighten me. Where was your honesty? Not the hallmark of a 4 Dan!
The fact that I have feelings that can be hurt as everyone does and that I express the pain of my experience does not constitute a "defensive type". I
am also a unique person and cannot reasonably be labeled "just like" anyone else including Robyn. Our differences are obvious to anyone with
reasonable perception and discernment so detailing those differences here doesn’t serve a purpose.
Well I do not subscribe to the notion that we are all unique, my view is that we are all the same, all 6,881,600,000 billion of us! All over the world the
same wants needs and desires exist...so how is that if all humans are uniquely unique? But if you truly are unique then you do not need to practice
aikido because aikido practice has as its ultimate goal the same as yoga...to become one with the universal principles of the cosmos. As for Robyn, I
am not so sure...although unlike her you have conceded to answer my complaint and for that I am thankful.
Like Miss S. I had to explain myself to you...and like Miss S. you felt hurt! Why do I need to explain anything to a 4 Dan? Feelings have no place in the
dojo! These are not my words but were the words of Endo Shihan in October but this is the modern self-mastery approach. The come and have fun
no kids allowed approach! Similar to all the management types that sensei Debra Noblett had to put up with! There mantra was; we are adults she
cannot correct us!
Your "scolding’s", and lack of timeliness in their delivery plus general methodology in coaching the behavior of another are equivalent to somebody
bringing a puppy home from the pound and the puppy pees on the floor and the owner tells the puppy that it's okay, no worries...then the puppy
chews on a shoe and the owner states again that it's okay, no worries...then the puppy pees on the bed while they are playing with them and then
without warning the person smashes the puppy in the head, grabs it by the neck as hard as they can and throws it against the wall.
So...you are insinuating that I am the angry man and you are the puppy? Well then...was Isoyama the angry man and Paulson sensei the puppy when
Isoyama scolded Paulsen sensei in 2000 at the USJA! If so then I am in good company but I do not throw anybody or anything against a wall nor does
Isoyama Shihan! Throwing a puppy against a wall is certainly something many people do!
O' Sensei scold students often.
I am once again truly sorry for all of my perceived failings to you, Sensei Sabo, the school, to Hal, his school during your visit and all of the years of
prior failings in your eyes but those failings were never an intentional disregard toward the Art that O’sensei provided, your instructors, you, the
school, its' instructors, its' students, Sensei Render, his students, Kyosa Arnold, his students or anyone or anything else in this world. I would never
"throw you off the cliff" because that is just an example of aggression, hate and inharmonious thinking, but as you stated, you are free do that to me
if that is what you truly desire now, all because I peed on the bed.
Wow! Did I read this right? This paragraph is your apology?
I do not agree with your example. Linen can be washed! If the mattress had a plastic cover it can be washed.

What I wrote was; "...go jump off a cliff!" is an expression that I grew up hearing which means; I am uninterested in anything a person has to say or
teach me! Throwing someone off a cliff is as you said; "...aggression, hate and inharmonious thinking."
What happened is I had a complaint and the complaint in my view was not taken seriously and you are correct, I wanted quick resolvement because
you are 4 Dan not some kyu ranked person.
But everything happens for a reason and the truth of what I have recently learned is anybody can open a dojo because like anything else it is only a
business. I admit this disturbed me. This was my narrow thinking. Sabom Parenteau experienced this with the Boulder Soobahkdo Dojang, the place
was owned by a women who never trained in any art, including SooBhak! Yet the Federation allows anyone to franchise out because all the info on
how to setup and run the business is laid out for them but in my view what is lacking is the Asian/martial perspective and experience hence the
reason why I feel so many franchise schools ruin the reputation of the classical arts.
My martial Asian ways are no longer in step with the modern times. To expect students to do anything more for other students and their instructor,
other than attend classes, is old order thinking. This is the problem I have constantly been experiencing out here in Maryland. They want the training
on their terms not mine!
This may be why franchise schools have so many young instructors teaching? There is no direct relationship to a sole person taking full responsibility
for the art and the students. How can a business owner truly care about a student’s development if they have never trained themselves?
You are where you need and wanted to be because when that moment arrived for you to seriously consider my gripe you felt hurt or you lost sleep
or assorted other feelings that washed over you. But I can assure you this whole exercise was never a mind game or any other type of game.
I cannot stand in the way of progress for your school and your art. There are four of you and I considered every angle but I chose on Saturday to
exercise all 4 of my options. It is the best course for me. Do not compare yourself with an innocent puppy! Your 4 Dan! Not a simple kyu ranked
student. You do not get off that easy! My friend Skip always reminds me to love unconditionally...I cannot, I have too many knife marks in my back!
But I do like being shown when I make a mistake. I will repeat the only mistake I made was keeping this school open when I moved to Maryland.
I thank you for your response and the reasons for your disagreements with my ways, sentiments, opinions and views and my lack of Aiki
development. But I will again state that it does not matter what my opinions are about people or things! When being in the "real moment" [the only
moment] that moment requires us to see clearly what we should be offering...this is true Budo practice, is it not?
Again this is Asian martial philosophy, not western because western is individual and Asian is group sacrifice. Sensei Sabo has been the spiritual
advisor for the Center for Aikido and Tangsoodo Studies since I first asked Sabom speaks to hang his picture on the wall. Guard him well because Sabo
Sensei has given all his time, energy and money to the COS school. I have no advice as it may pertain to the modern way of martial arts schools for
this is not my cup of tea! The four of you are on a course that must be sailed. Bon Voyage is all I can offer because anything else is considered by you
to be dishonesty on my part.
Ryan
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wow! After this email I was again really questioning the whole process of our school and our Association. I
could no longer count on Mr. Goettsche wanting to do anything I asked. I could no longer trust him. However
being a partner (and instructor) with the Center‟s business affairs I had to honor and respect his position within
our Association. I had to pay him that level of respect therefore I began a campaign to enliven the four
instructors to the possibilities of promoting their school. Only Sabom Parenteau, Sabom Speaks, Sabom Miller
and Kyosa Arnold would keep in contact with me. I understood Mr. Goettsche‟s responses and his whole
negative stance against my disappointments. So by January of 2011, Sabo Sensei was his sole instructor.
Testing occurred in January of 2011and it went well. The Chinese Cultural Center‟s Chinese New Year‟s
Tangsoodo demo went well. In April of 2011 Sabom Parenteau held his Korean Festival and we had yudanja
testing for all Dan ranked students of the Tangsoology Institute. When the festival started I scanned the bleachers
to see if Mr. Goettsche would make the effort to support his business partners with this important event – he did
not.
I really want to be fair about the whole thing but Mr. Goettsche advocates the seven virtues of the Japanese
hakama and all it represents yet he willing blocks correspondence and accuses me of PASSIVE/AGGRESSIVE
tendencies? I block no one from my webmail…interesting!
From: ryan goettsche
Subject: RE: CATSDS Colo Springs New Website and Newsletter
To: songsofthebluedragon@yahoo.com, "Tim", "Gihan ", "Jude"
Cc: “Mike”, "Rob"
Date: Sunday, June 19, 2011, 5:26 AM
I just opened this email and read the first sentence. I write the comments in red below as I read it because you have already slammed
me enough as a human and stated that I need to "consider a problem from all sides before responding" stating I'm not a true martial
artist.
FYI, I've already removed you from my contacts and blocked your emails so please don't bother responding.

The following email was sent by me to our Association instructors, with Sensei Goettsche‟s responses in red:

Date: Fri, 17 Jun 2011 23:53:38 -0700
From: songsofthebluedragon@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: CATSDS Colo Springs New Website and Newsletter
To: Tim; Gihan; Jude; rgoettsche
CC: Mike; Rob
Well Mr. Speaks a very interesting word (new) in your email (you use the word twice) convinces me of your part in the deception deception? Not Mr.
Speaks but then again your scoldings are not just about the scolding itself but about pushing buttons and attacking people far beyond their initial
mistake as you choose to see it.. and NO! all is not well but it will be...Of course it will be because it's all about the "final comment" with you which
I'm sure is to come.
What is curious is no one from your so called “school” non-appropirate attack...but nothing new with you and your fears can comprehend my
disappointment, anger and disillusion with all things Tang & Aikido. When I viewed the “new” website! All I saw staring back at me was “my” not
"yours" but the quotes you use are interetsting website. (Of course since Sabom Miller jumped on Ryan’s ass once again you don't know what
happened but just create your own firework statements. He didn't jump my ass, in fact he stuttered when he first started talking, get your facts
straight before you write anything..but then again facts aren't what you really work with it has taken a slight change but the website proves either
the four of you are too lazy non-appropirate attack...but nothing new again to hold legitimate website design meetings lol, what would you know
about legitimate website design meetings or any kind of legitimete meetings for that matter? or each of you have absolutely no problems with
piracy! you can't pirate what is rightfully yours but once again we're back to facts you like to twist)
In your own words Mr. Speaks this was a suitable solution when was that stated? because you knew I asked for my website again not yours to be
st
passed back into my possession wow so much "me", "my", "mine"...your ego waxes as your fear of losing control wanes by June 1 2011. and you
four wanted something up and running...live as you put it.
RG missed the whole point back in 2010 I like the whole RG thing now, nice way to disassociate but why you didn't use it earlier with the "jumped
Ryan's ass" comment just means that you were excited to think that Jude "stuck it to me" because it was more personal to support your anger...
anyway, I didn't miss anything in Nov-10, I just finally chose to not bow down and play your "games" like this. and still complains that I play “mind
games” I never said mind games, that's all you and your firework statements. You mention this anyway so you obviously have been questioning and
internalizing it and know that it's true but use this scoff as a way to misdirect just like how you talked about Mark after the first time you had me
scold him (he could not have lasted in Chiba's dojo or Master Lee's Dojang Wow, Chiba, why him? Oh I get it. I would have made it just fine because
they were/are masters (May Master Lee rest in peace even with your disgrace), you just say that to make yourself feel better but he thinks he knows
more than me! hell I started Aikido when he was 7yrs old! I never thought, inferred, implied, stated, emailed or mentioned anything of the kind so
obviously this is something that you have been worried about being true),
My 3 nice personal dig once again yudanja came to the Korean festival (which was a very important event for our school yet RG was too damn lazy
to support his fellow instructors at this event not lazy and once again just more non-appropriate attacks, it just wouldn't have been Aiki to put
myslelf in a position which would cause more dischord)and by the time I left Colorado this round my most trusted Tangsoology yudanja saw
absolutely “no problem” nice guilt trip on them with their decision to “pirate” my webpage once again, not yours. (again RG fails to support your
school when important things occur...i expected to see him show up and lend support! Rob Roberts did!) And...once again your facts are mixed up or
created in your own passive-aggressive mind. I had an obligation to teach class for the students who were only able to come to class at our school
I will not belabor any more points yes your passive aggressive attitude and inappropriate defense of your actions has been displayed already. as I
have already gone through them numerous times (over the phone) since leaving Colorado and before that actaully but I will highlight four events
that transpired while I was in Colorado that heightened my interest in “finally” wanting to see all the hard work (that the four of you did) that went
into composing a website that would truly reflect the true nature of where the school had evolved since my departure. Belaboring to continue
actually, just as always.
1. Spoke to Sabom Fellah at Sabom Arnold’s Dojang and mentioned that I had heard that her school has a new website? Her response was; “Yes we
have.” I then asked; “Do you like how the website turned out?” and she informed me that she does like the site. Hmm
th

After viewing the site on June 13 my opinion was; why wouldn’t she! It is the same “damn site!
2. Spoke to Sabom Speaks either Tuesday or Thursday and he had a similar response. Hmm
3. Spoke to Sabom Miller Thursday night and asked him why he did not send me an email about his site so I could go and read the newsletter? His
response was that he felt the website still needed more work and he wanted to wait until the site was upgraded because he stated

www.dostudies.org looked too similar to my website. I asked more questions but got vague answers but I agreed to wait until he was

satisfied. Hmm.. now I know more about conversations he and I had
4. Spoke to Sabom Speaks on Sunday while traveling through Indiana. Sabom Speaks was very proud of the website but stated that it was still a
work in progress and suggested I view the videos hence the reason why I did not wait for Sabom Miller’s permission you needed permission to type
in an address and view it? games!. (videos were great! the videos really show the quality of what RG is teaching...keep it up! very impressive...but
remember how to line p the shoes...wow a compliment, keep it please)
its a shame you four could not have gotten together and produced an outstanding website! nice guilt trip again maybe now the four of you will be
motivated to finally work together toward a common goal. doubt it
as for the website layout here we go!...Boy I was hot! I was a volcano! I remember you stating in a 1996 "sermon" that "when people have an issue
with you, it's their issue and their problem because it is what they hold on to and what they have to work through" I thought what types of meetings
do the four of them have? Does any work really get done? I had correspondence with Sabom Miller & Sabom Speaks begining in April on the subject
of making your website unique and reflecting what the four of you have built since 2009-2010. All those phones meetings and prirating nonappropirate attack...but nothing new again my pages not yours was the best you four could come up with?
Don’t contact me anymore I am done with the Center for Aikido and Tangsoodo Studies. And here are the fireworks comments to drive it all home
and make Tim, Jude and Gihan feel guilty to write or call you and say "Oh please don't!!" You wish to steal from me forget it! I give it to you now,
freely! Give what freely? Nothing was ever "yours" earlier when we had meetings about the school and association, so wow so we can have
Aikitang.org back or are you actually going to update aikitang.org to make it "yours", removing all of the things that refer to COS like the "Contact
Us" and "Schedule" pages...which hasn't been done since it was "handed over" to you? I think there was more to your demanding the site back in
April than people initially saw. All that I built since 1998 1998, 2001, 2004...pick a date? is now yours…I don’t want it if it has to be pirated nonappropirate attack...wow this is getting old to type by people who are suppose to watch my back!
I am no longer interested in the Association that I hoped would have kept the qualities that Debra Noblet espoused while I was training with her.
She was a tough aikidoist. the four of you have each other...if you cannot see this then go your own way! it took four people to replace me and still
the four of you cannot meet the demand that i met and this statement again. What exactly did you do for "the school" from the time it was Aikido
Kai San Shin Kan on Chelton to when you renamed it in'97 and fled to Maryland which make you see that it took four to do the work of one. You
never accomplished the things we've done in those years...oh but then again those accomplishments were all based on "your directives" correct?
You set up the partnership for all, you "distributed" the duties and you made sure that this school only functioned the way that you wanted it to.
Don't even think about making that statement...the four of you will either quit or get busy. More "inception". You aren't done with Jude, Tim and
Gihan.
You are a dangerous person Vernon...not a dangerous martial artist based on what I experienced but just a dangerous mind for those who may
follow you from now forward.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Now I have been labeled a dangerous man by a man who professes to know the depths of Budo? Okay...fine...I
get it! Explaining these differences affects people in different ways. I guess if the "Karate Kid" only wanted to feel
comfortable he would never have returned to continue hanging up his jacket! Aikido nor Tangsoodo is not about
convenience or comfort! Master Lee would state..."during times of inconvenience you learn about your true self!"
I expected him to support the Tangsoodo Dan testing, our Association and the Korean Festival!
This was Sensei Ryan Goettsche‟s final calling card for me. But at that critical moment (when he read my
mailing) he had every opportunity to do the "BUDO right thing" but instead he got angry. Wrote some very nasty
stuff…even today I would never speak to Sabo Sensei (or any Sensei) in this fashion.
What Sensei Ryan Goettsche did not know was I spent several weeks (over the phone) speaking with both Sabom
Miller and Sabom Speaks about the four instructors designing or creating a new website that would contain their
unique ideas. Again I will reiterate that I was disappointed about the website and I suspected there had to be
something deeper at work. My letter to "rattle the cage" as it were worked! I proved that Sensei Ryan Goettsche
does not like to work with his business partners (because they are affiliated with me) but rather (because he
bought a web publisher and other assorted holdings) holds tightly to selfish ideas about ownership. I confirmed
for myself that Sabom Speaks and Sabom Miller were not fully engaged with my ideas in promoting their school
as well. Now that three months has passed I am reviewing the Center‟s website and Sensei Ryan Goettsche‟s

website and have noticed that this has been a very curious resolvement to a problem that has been around since I
relocated to Maryland.
I repeat, the only mistake I made was failing to close the Center for Aikido and Tangsoodo Studies before I
departed.
I arranged for Sensei Ryan Goettsche to take charge of Aikido instruction in my absence but by 2005 he departed
the school only to return in 2007. Sensei Gray accepted my invitation to come out to Maryland in 2006 along
with Sensei Render and other students and we held my first year anniversary here at the Hagerstown YMCA. By
2008, Sensei Ryan Goettsche once again took over the duties of teaching Aikido classes at our school.
Sensei Ryan Goettsche makes all sorts of claims and assertions. I suspect he does not understand that his rank
has no meaning outside the Center for Aikido and Tangsoodo Studies. This is not my take but Sabo Sensei and
Master Lee have always stated, "Rank has no meaning outside the school". Many other high ranking Associations
hold this to be true as well.
If Sensei Ryan Goettsche really understood his relationship (importance) to the school he would not have walked
out on junior students unless he first summoned up the courage to debate his ideas with each business partner
then withdrew after securing more facts but like most artist/musician types [did I forget to mention he use to play
guitar in a real band!] we all error on our own selfish side...we have no choice! Otherwise we become very
unhappy with our endeavors and music making becomes work or even worse…drudgery!
I think he has clearly stated on his website what he is willing to offer in the future and that is to promote KOSHIN
SHURI AIKIDO…the problem is he learned 90% of his Aikido technique from a DANGEROUS MAN! If this is
true – which it is - then does this not negate all the testimonials on his website? Or do the testimonials confirm
(in an odd way) that I am not a dangerous man and I was labeled incorrectly? Was I labeled out of anger and
hurt?
This event proves Sensei Ryan Goettsche abhors conflict and is only willing to give what makes him feel
comfortable? There are only two paths he can walk with his disclosure. I do not know which he will choose
because I am not there. But I decide to ask my questions directly to Sensei Ryan Goettsche and below was his
response to my inquiry.
Sabom Arnold's crystal ball predictions have come to pass and all things are as they should be. With this known I
sent my letter and Sensei Ryan Goettsche‟s BUDO response arrived:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------To:Vernon Medeiros
From: Aikido Koshin Shuri <aikidokoshinshuri@hotmail.com>
Date: Sun, Sep 11, 2011 at 6:49 PM
Subject: RE: Well...
To: aikitangstudies@gmail.com

"Great letter, written very well."
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Well I am unsure if my letter was a well written letter? I wrote it out very quickly! But I was moved to quickly
pass along my observations and an idea with the hope that after 17 years Sensei Goettsche may reflect on the

martial aspects rather than strictly adhere to his new business only model and consider that his previous teacher
has a deeper reason. I will share a quick short story.
When I was promoted to Shodan in Aikido [I will not name the association] well…the promotion was
administratively rescinded. I thought…this is interesting! A teacher [high up in the hierarchy] promoted me but
the organization‟s head office said no! After learning the administrative reasons I accepted them and life went
on. After my teacher was restricted from reclaiming the school she founded I was invited to teach Aikido at a new
location. Sabo Sensei (my first Aikido teacher since 1979) of Jugensoku Aikido located in San Diego, CA
honored the original teacher‟s assessments of my Aikido knowledge at that point in time and promoted me to
Shodan so that I could teach Aikido classes in Colorado Springs. All my ranks come from Jugensoku Aikido. My
current rank was conferred by the Colorado Purple Mountain Dojo/Dojang Association. As long as I am a
member in good standing I can wear my rank proudly.
This is what it means to belong to any organization. I learned this from my father. He always told me if you
decide to quit then do it honestly. I quit guitar lessons after one month, I did it honestly (so I thought!) but about
eight months prior to my dad‟s passing he looked at me and with a sense of contempt in his eyes he told me, “You
quit guitar lessons…you thought you knew more than the teacher.” Well I thought, where did that come from?
My dad was 89 when he spoke these words I was 56. I was 15 when he proudly took me down to Miller Music and
signed me up with a Jazz guitar teacher. That‟s all I remember and what I thought at the time were boring
lessons! I still remember the fragment of the music composition I was trying to learn. Maybe it was the long walk
to and from the music store that hastened my need to quit? It was four miles each way.
Life‟s lessons come to us in odd ways I guess. What I later would learn during the late 1980‟s is I suffer from a
learning disability. I am slow. I do not fall into the norm. This was always the problem growing up and suffering
through the educational system. It took me 10 years just to get a Shodan rank! The norm is 4 – 5 years.
Accelerated study and practice would be 3 years. Presently I am a member of three Associations. I do my best to
honor these commitments. So I disagree with his reply…he sent it as a flippant remark…this I know. A flippant
reply from a guy who speaks about the 7 virtues of a hakama….

Date: Sat, 10 Sep 2011 22:42:32 -0600
Subject: Well...
From: aikitangstudies@gmail.com
To: aikidokoshinshuri@hotmail.com
Well...traditional martial arts in what way?
I am not concerned about your current opinions of me but if any part of your previous writings carry an ounce of truth about what you
once wrote then read on;
“I am once again truly sorry for all of my perceived failings to you, Sensei Sabo, the school, to Hal, his school during your visit and all of
the years of prior failings in your eyes but those failings were never an intentional disregard toward the Art that O’sensei provided,
your instructors, you, the school, its' instructors, its' students, Sensei Render, his students, Kyosa Arnold, his students or anyone or
anything else in this world.”
And this;
“I have throughout our relationship taken everything you said to heart because I believed in you and what you said to be true and
based in the Aiki way. If I had any shred of doubt in the moment of the lessons you were providing, I would disregard the doubt and
wait for the lesson to make sense later (be it 1 year, 10 years, 50 years) and I always strived to do the right thing to make "you" proud
because you were my Sensei and I honored you, your experiences and years of training.”

I do like the fact that you have stepped out (and are doing something bigger for yourself) but you forgot to look in the mirror and
phone Sabo sensei to state you were leaving...what kind of traditional martial arts school will you will be running? Will it be a new age,
politically correct aikido club? Read the testimonials...very interesting stuff! Sean san knows how America thinks!
This is not how I remember your behavior but this is America and we can spin whatever we like on the worldwide web. Not really sure
what your school will teach other than physical techniques because you cannot teach politeness or common courtesy because you
yourself were not honest enough to leave professionally, instead you left with your tatami like a thief in the night, offered no
straightforward honest acknowledgement to either Mr. Speaks or Mr. Miller, only spoke to your confidant Gihan and yet you seek to
offer traditional aikido training, history, philosophy and guidance?
Where was your traditional martial arts etiquette when you were being called out for you poor attitude toward supporting our school
and association?
A person who holds a high rank in our organization will be held to a much higher standard than a beginner I have always stated this,
what I read on your website and what occurred do not add up! With this said I will state that unlike our society’s current acceptance of
resume building this is not the way in Asian martial arts. How can you claim a rank from something that you quit?
Very interesting words Sean san wrote for you. Your previous actions do not jive with your new website actions! Unfortunately the
words “traditional Japanese martial arts school” and “superb instructor” carry with them a certain understanding of knowledge,
politeness, humility and attention to detail.
According to your website, the Chief instructor is thoroughly educated in all matters of the founder’s art of aikido. Again this is not
how I remember it!
Even Yamada sensei bows deeply when in the presence of the current Doshu. A man who once sat on Yamada’s knee as a young boy,
this is what it means to be respectful. I have been in this position a few times myself but when your time came you called me a
dangerous man! I was taught that etiquette is paramount over technique! Your actions and scolding of me as a “dangerous man” does
not jive with your current webpage’s sales pitches. All your previous actions are not the hallmark of any “Traditional” school that I
know of?
With all this said (and looking at your site within its own context) I was impressed with the web layout but as I read the entire first
page I wondered why you are claiming to be a fourth Dan? You were only a fourth Dan within our own association and like most
company titles, when you quit only your skills go with you; your title, privileges and office remain behind.
My Tangsoodo instructor always said our rank has no meaning outside our school. Through the years this has always proven to be true
with traditional martial arts. So it goes with my association, your rank does not follow you only your skill goes with you. Although I told
Jack Simpson Sensei, "I hold no franchise on aikido martial arts dojo's...there can be a dojo on every street corner as far as I am
concerned.” I do believe in my statement, however if a person quits an organization they leave the rank and privileges behind. How
can you claim to belong to an organization and keep said info up on one website and conveniently keep it hidden on another site? The
information is no longer valid! It would be a lie to claim rank or wrap a belt of another school around your waist and stand before
people. When you were up in Castle Rock our Association sanctioned you! This is no longer the case…you quit! Now you must sanction
yourself!
I enjoyed reading the entire website (it was laid out very professionally) and it resembles your sister school, Castle Rock Aikido, and
taken within its own context it was a convincing sales pitch. Without seeing the Kanji it is difficult to know precisely what KOSHIN
SHURI means but my best guess is; constant and faithful following personal principles.
With this idea in mind (and if you want to be more honest) simply buy a new black belt and have your name and new school info
(KOSHIN SHURI AIKIDO) placed on it, and drop the whole fourth Dan thing like you did your paper “The Greater Good” from your
webpage, just simply write Chief Instructor Dan ranked in KOSHIN SHURI AIKIDO. If you are still operating after a year promote yourself
nd
rd
to 2 Dan in KOSHIN SHURI AIKIDO, if still operating two years after that then 3 Dan in KOSHIN SHURI AIKIDO…I think you get the
idea!
I hope this is “your” school and not an extension of Castle Rock Aikido because that would mean you are not working for yourself unless
you and Sean and Tip have formed your own association? Even so it is more honest to rank yourself in your own organization and begin
to build your own history.
That’s my advice, it is that simple and knowing that you pride yourself on being an honest fellow (we all want to be honest) then this is
your opportunity to build your own history and legacy similar to what Mr. Albright and Mr. Blevins have done although they both
remain associated with their prospective teachers. You have that option available to you. There are several associations and
federations to seek membership with (and certification) but then that would require commitment and a new duty to your valuable
time. I think spending your valuable time running your own school (KOSHIN SHURI AIKIDO) is more wisely spent!
Good Luck
Vernon A Medeiros
SAN SHIN KWAN
Classical Korean Tang Soo Do
Asian Martial Arts Society MD

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I suppose the passage of time will be the true judge of a person‟s character and I am aware that people can
attempt change. The people that I have known who have attempted change do so after they have corrected

previous errors. In other words they apologize and then apply corrective action. In Budo terms the person unties
the knots they have created and begin anew. However can he honestly say he is operating his school honestly?
These are a few of the principles I try to pass along to those who train in an Asian way. Honor what you commit
yourself to and when it is time to go, leave the way you came, honorably.
Sensei Ryan Goettsche desperately holds on to a rank that is useless to his current cause because he choose to
attack the very system that conferred it onto him while a member of our organization. It is really rather silly that
he touts humility in his writings yet out of conceit he clings tightly to a system that he quit! The very Aikido
system that he advocates comes from a DANGEROUS MAN! These were his words .All of it is so very strange
me. I watch his videos and he does most of the techniques that I taught him. He makes a few mistakes with some
of them but maybe his new Sensei can correct those errors. I will conclude with a remark that Sensei Miller, our
current Aikido instructor, wrote Sensei Ryan Goettsche a letter which has yet to be answered. Sensei Miller
wrote:
“…As you know, Do Arts require us to look inwards in order to develop ourselves for the benefit of others (i.e sacrifice).
Your wife even commended you for your ability to apply this principle in an email dated December 15, 2010, stating “I see
my husband constantly striving to recognize those short comings within himself, hold himself accountable for them and
honestly apologize for them when the realization surfaces.” When did you stop living by this principle? A person who
disregards the well-being of his own student’s and partners is not in accord with the principle above. A person who chooses
the passive-aggressive path of taking something away that benefitted and protected others, many who were “innocent” in
that they had no idea of what was taking place between you, our instructor, and the Partnership, does not follow the path of
Aiki or conflict resolution. Your actions would not be considered appropriate or mature by any standard, whether it is
Eastern, Western, Professional, Religious, Traditional, Modern, New Age, etc.”

This is how I remember it all…I guess the only testimonials I can gather would be… “You are a dangerous person
Vernon...not a dangerous martial artist based on what I experienced but just a dangerous mind for those who may follow
you from now forward”: Words written by Sensei Ryan Goettsche on June 17 2011.

I would have preferred: “Sensei Medeiros you are a dangerous man, not a dangerous martial artist based on
what I experienced but just a dangerous mind for those who may follow you from now forward.” No one follows
me because I do not take the reins of what is termed LEADERSHIP. I am simply respected for my long years of
training. Something Sensei Goettsche forgot.
So I ask once again what kind of Aikido exactly is he teaching? Seems very hypocritical to my mind? I would
never speak to any instructor from any style in this fashion. Self conceit is a very interesting cloak we wear. I
know what I said (and now so do you the reader) but I needed to say it because I have an Association to consider
and I could not have a disrespectful person continue being disrespectful. It is true that I began the formal steps to
discontinue his membership with my Association based on his actions. However he managed to leave one week
prior to the official notice but we had to continue and give Sensei Goettsche fair notice after he left. Although I
am sure after receiving the official notice he found the whole point mute because he quit. But business requires
balancing the books for this reason we always finish what we begin. I have one more notice to serve and our
books will be closed on that subject.
If following business protocols and common decencies is considered dangerous then I must be from a different
planet? We now live in an age of watchful eyes, suspicious intelligence, profiling and political and corporate
corruption, social control and social engineering. Dishonesty is everywhere! Be aware of social forces and
determine if they are fair, just and in the best interest of a true free society.
All I can add now is a high ranked Tangsoodo practitioner joined Sensei Goettsche in his flight from our
Association and she too has a case of the “I know more than he” syndrome. Do her testimonials on Sensei
Goettsche‟s website confirm that her kyu ranked dream was more valuable than supporting the three most
important people who brought her skills up in Tangsoodo? She walked out on her juniors who needed her
experience hence: when a person steals a library book, that book is no longer available to the public. She was

our valuable book, and like a valuable book she will no longer be available to all the junior students who have
come after her. They were depending on her to help them along on the path of Moodo. Good honest character
supports and affirms reliable credibility, I like to think.
What do you think?

When a Valuable Book Gets Lost

st

In the interest of transparency (a 21 century buzz word – I prefer the words honesty or informative information disclosure. During the
1990’s EMPOWERMENT was the BIG buzz word) I offer this string of correspondences that once again illustrate that when having to
deal with dishonest members dojang/dojo business becomes very dirty business.
Ms Fellah,
October 5 2011
If you donate the required time to read and understand my notice, you may find it helpful toward the end of the document although I am not pleased with
some of your website content I am pleased with the overall concept in its entirety.
Like Ryan Geottsche, you too have chosen to get busy and establish a school and solicit new students. And very interestingly like Mr. Geottsche, you seek to
establish (through the power of subliminal suggestions) that your school offers true Asian martial arts training. He inserts the name “Japanese” in the
headline of what his school offers and even comes up with a Japanese name for his school. Acquires a Japanese screen prop and gives the illusion that he
offers all things Japanese alongside his brand of Aikido.
Your website functions similarly in that you mimic or more specifically you impersonate the pose (taken from a photo) of my instructor, Grandmaster Jong
Hyan Lee! You go ten steps further and have the audacity to post a photo of yourself standing next to a portrait of my instructor which suggests that you
were a student of his. You never were his student! Nor could you ever become his student because he is not alive for you to establish a teacher student
relationship. Like many Aikido groups that use the portrait of the founder of Aikido you too have chosen to assume you can use a copyrighted portrait of my
instructor Grandmaster Jong Hyan Lee, and tell the world you are his student - you were never his student! Like Aikido groups it would be better that you
stand next to a portrait of the true founder of Tang Soo Do Moo Duk Kwan Soo Bahk Do…Grandmaster Hwang Kee! This makes more sense to my mind.
But in order to do this act you would need to become a true member of their organization
I can appreciate your naïve reasons for posting some items. Maybe your desire for posting pictures and video‟s is a simple misguided action on your part?
Maybe you think, in your own naive way, that you want to pass along Tangsoology to a new generation of women? You cannot because you already failed
to uphold the high standards that Tangsoology requires of all its students. Many of the forms have been changed by me and I do not appreciate you
throwing my ideas up on the World Wide Web for others to steal.
Grandmaster Jong Hyan Lee‟s works are all copyrighted. Soo Bahk Do is copyrighted, World Tang Soo Do, International Tae Kwon Do - the list is endless
– 80% of Karate styles are copyrighted or protected in some manner. Since 2006 the brand Moo Duk Kwan has been officially copyrighted. Tang Soo Do
organizations around the world had to discontinue their specific use of this style name unless they officially belong to the parent organization.
I asked Kimberly to look at your home page and I asked my 11 year old son Taylor to give me their impressions of your pictures and information. Both
Kimberly and Taylor liked the color scheme and initial look of the site. Both thought the site looked great! I concurred, but like me as they began to read the
information and as they noticed the pictures they both stated “but she quit…why is Gihan standing next to Grandmaster Lee‟s picture…he‟s not her
instructor?” How many more students of Grandmaster Lee will see your site and question, “Who is she? I do not ever remember seeing her in class?”
Below I have enclosed the synchronic order of events to refresh your memory of your decision to quit! Call it what you want “disagreement” is how you
posted it! Your word choice is only a partial truth as I see it…the whole truth is you quit and quitters in my instructors view are not worthy to pass along
any art…but how could you know this? You stand next to a picture and give the illusion that you are his student and in turn you hope to garner new
female students who then believe you know everything that my instructor Grandmaster Jong Hyan Lee expects.
For your edification the definition of Quit is to give up, to stop, to relinquish, to refrain from, to renounce, to resign, to leave, to walk out, to abandon, to
vacate, to desert.
6-23-2011
Sensei Ryan Goettsche
Sabom Tim Speaks

Sabom Jude Miller
The Center for Aikido and Tang Soo Do Studies

Sensei and Sabom‟s,
After much consideration on recent events, I am hereby voluntarily withdrawing myself from the “Partnership Agreement for the Center for Aikido and
Tang Soo Do Studies” effective immediately. I understand there is a 3 month notice required for withdrawal which would make the final date Sept. 23,
2011. I will not contribute any monetary sums to the Center for Aikido and Tang Soo Do Studies during this prohibition period.
I have not contributed any significant material items to the “Center” and therefore ask for nothing to be compensated to me.
Sincerely,
Sabom Gihan Fellah
[Then your follow up notice arrived and you offered your services to our Association and school should we decide to plan anymore important events.]
Friday, June 24, 2011 8:57 PM
Hello all,
After spending much time reflecting on recent events, I have chosen to leave the partnership. I will be present during testing week M-F but will not test for
rank in Aikido.
It is not anger with anyone in particular that causes me to leave the partnership, but rather more of a disappointment in how important matters are
handled. I will continue my Tang Soo Do training outside of The Center for Aikido and Tang Soo Do Studies. I will be happy to participate in future
seminars, special events, and festivals to promote the art.
Sabom Fellah
[The above note begs the question from my mind, why would I want to contact someone who quit? A quitter would be unreliable, untrustworthy and bring
the quality of our style way down. This is that naive point I eluded to earlier. Sabom Parenteau sent you a response to your above resignation. He points
out very succinctly your failure to uphold our Tangsoology tenets.
Yes I understand you were a new student to Aikido. I get that! But you failed to understand your YUDANJA responsibilities to the other half of our
school. If you did not like my treatment of Mr. Goettsche then it was your responsibility to discuss the problem with your fellow partners. This simple
business action would have made everyone aware of your deeper concerns and even if the end result was your need to leave then we would have been able to
educate you about the ramifications of your decision. Who knows! Together we may have come to the same conclusions as you (because you took the time to
share it) and decided it was best for you to have your own club and we would support your efforts. But this is not what occurred –you quit! One must
accept honorably the consequences that come along with their short sighted decisions. The world is full of dishonorable people – hence all the problems.]
Sabom Nim Fellah:

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 10:07 PM

It's taken me a few days to ponder your resignation from the C/S CATSDS School. As I go over our 45 minute long conversation in my mind from last
Saturday...something must have happened between then and the time that you resigned. So when you and I were talking, was this all lip-service or were
you convinced otherwise from someone who obviously shows Sabom Medeiros, you, Sabom Nim Speaks, Sensei Miller and me absolutely no respect?
Would you care to elaborate or are you "unattached"? Did Mr. Goettsche cause you to lose your center, as it were? Remember, this is the guy that
said, "I feel like a monkey going through the motions." This is what you shared with me. I thought you and I, while we had some disagreements on the
severity of the website issue, etc generally were in agreement as to your standing in the school and the Association (although at the end of our
conversation, I thought you understood my explanation and reached an understanding...maybe not?). You had a very prestigious position...woman, 3rd
Dan Tangsoologist at the C/S CATSDS. I don't know of any other woman in CO who could say that.
Allow me to reiterate a couple of questions I posed to you that Saturday so that we're on the same page:
1) "Can I count on you"? Your response was "Yes". Were you being honest?
2) "Do you still believe the Association has value"? Your response was "The Association has value and it should be continued". Was this a heartfelt
answer? Were you afraid to answer the call when you were approached by Mr. Goettsche?

You may view these questions and my conclusions as pertaining to the Association only and that your resignation from the Partnership is not germane
to the discussion. However, I will remind you of the 1st section of the Association document:
Colorado Purple Mountain Dojo/Dojang Association
a) Association Intent
1. The Colorado Purple Mountain Dojo/Dojang Association (CPMDDA) intent is to encourage and unify the three
independent schools listed below and to require all Association members in good standing, to maintain the High
Standards of our martial arts practice.
So, do you think the three schools will be encouraged by your resignation or will anyone from the C/S school notice you're gone? I don't know as I'm
not there to gauge your contribution to the school's success or your contribution to the student's development. Something to ponder...dropping in at
your convenience does not satisfy the Tangsoology tenets as outlined by Grandmaster Lee and those of the Moo Duk Kwan by Grandmaster Hwang
Kee.
Everyone desires harmony...but sometimes conflict is a fact of life. I am assuming that you view the current situation as a conflict and would rather
have no part in it. Think upon Grandmaster Lee for a moment. Read some of the things he went through in his life. He was caught by a number of men
(12 if I'm not mistaken) and had to fight for his life. Do you think he liked conflict? Did he not have the right to defend himself under the Tangsoology
tenets? Think about Tangsoology and how Tangsoologist‟s react to conflict when it arises. Grandmaster Lee said something to the affect of
"...adversity and conflict reveal your inner-self". Does that speak to you? It is regrettable that the test presented to you, i.e. your discussion w/ Mr.
Goettsche, turned out to be a failing in your Tangsoology training. Did it not occur to you to defend your school, your position, your rank and your
fellow instructors?
Frankly, on one level, I feel like you were not completely honest with me...this coming from a high ranking Tangsoologist who WAS sporting a 3rd Dan
belt. I say "was" because, as you know, your rank is meaningless outside the walls of the studio. Remember, you were learning to be a 3rd Dan...You
aren't a 3rd Dan yet, and now will never be, if you discard all the long years of training and being a valued member of a good school. Unfortunately,
you have no support group now to aid you in your study which is a shame. Sure...you can study all you like from books and video. YouTube is great.
But do you have the fortitude and experience to continue on your own, really study hard and put the work in...Or will you train with no quality?
Remember the Association and its "Statement of Purpose"? Did you forget your presence in the school is an important one, not only for the students
who looked up to you but for your fellow Tangsoology instructors as well?
Lastly, do you recall the following comment you made to me, "I am not going to quit...I have been with the school for too long."? Can you explain this
part to me...as this is the most puzzling part of our discussion? It is unfortunate (I'm assuming here...) that you felt so trapped after your talk w/ Mr.
Goettsche on Wednesday that you felt you could not talk to your fellow Tangsoologist‟s to gain their insight and subsequently wrote your resignation
letter. You know that any one of us would have talked to you about this...any time day or night.
This note, as I have written it presupposes you are going through with your resignation. Having said all of this, I wish you well and wish you would
reconsider your position, as your insight and presence is valuable. Those students who are presently learning about TSD and those that have future
aspirations to study TSD will not have the benefit of your TSD knowledge. It is like a song, passed down from generation to generation, until one day it
is forgotten. That history through song is now lost.
Mr. P

[Well said I think! All the important advice was in his response and you still missed the important lessons! After receiving the next letter [below] I
responded in blue and Sabom Miller responded to the same letter in green. Although neither Sabom Miller, Sabom Speaks and Sabom Parenteau nor I ever
received a follow up response to our responses from you? I begin with Sabom Speaks email response because it succinctly expresses key Moo Duk principles
that Grandmaster Hwang Kee feels all Tang Soo Do students should practice throughout their martial arts vocation]
Message body
Ms. Fellah,

Thursday, June 30, 2011 8:40 PM

Although we spoke in person last night on many of these topics I will chime in on this written discussion so that I can share
in the exercise with you.
I hope that you'll continue to have the fortitude to read all of our comments and consider them seriously.
First of all, you still address yourself as Sabom Fellah here below. I find this interesting. What meaning does that title have
to you? Who honored you with this rank and title for your years of hard work? Who do you honor or dishonor by quitting?
As we discussed, your rank and title have little or no meaning outside of our school. Only your skill goes with you when you
leave, and that is very difficult to maintain without a school to practice in. Do you really intend to continue training on your
own? Do you intend to join another Tangsoodo school? Will your Tangsoology that you've worked so long to develop fall to
the wayside?
It's time for you to be honest with yourself and gain the respect of others!

1. You mentioned that you intend to start a women's self-defense program. We've been talking about this for many
months now. Even with a support group to help you, you haven't done it yet. Did you ever call Sabo Sensei and ask
him for advice as we discussed? Do you really think that you'll accomplish establishing a program on your own
when you can't even do it with help?
2. You mentioned that lack of communication was a reason for your leaving. I again apologize for my complacency
that has contributed to the overall lack of communication you speak of. However I must ask how often have you
called up Sabom Miller or me to get updates on Dojo/Dojang business, especially about "recent events"? When was
the last time you called your instructor? Remember, you had a choice a while back whom to have as your
instructor. Whom did you chose?
3. You mention that you would like to remain a member of the CPMDDA but ask the question of whether Sabom
Medeiros will remain a member. To me this is a silly question since he is the founder of our partnership and the
association, as well as our instructor. As I mentioned last night, we must infer that what you really mean is that you
no longer wish to be associated with Sabom Medeiros.
4. You state in your letter, "The letter itself did not appear to be in accordance with my understanding of Aikido nor
Tang Soo Do." Where did you get your current understanding of Aikido and Tangsoodo? Who was your instructor?
Do you now presume to have surpassed your instructor in understanding of Aikido and Tangsoodo? Do you think
that Moo Do / Bu Do suggest dancing carelessly through the tall grass with flowers in your hair? Sometimes lions
are waiting in the grass! If you look truthfully at the scolding that we received from our instructor, it was due to our
own complacency. It was a missed opportunity on our part to act like professional martial artists and do something
more than just good enough. Are you satisfied with a just good enough music recording? I remember you
commenting on the details of a quality recording on our ski trip together.
5. Some of the other points in your letter below have been covered very well by Sabom Miller and Sabom Parenteau
and since I don't currently have a home computer I am limited on time at work. Again, please rise above your own
anger and seriously consider their comments.
6. The last thought I will leave you with is this: when you are gone from the Center for Aikido and Tangsoodo studies
how long will it be before any of the students notice? It is just as often as not you are present for classes at the
studio. Have you been the example to them you would expect of a Sabom Nim? Who else will show them how a
Female Sabom Nim is supposed to look like and behave?
Sincerely,
Sabom Speaks
[Well now let us all together examine Ms Fellah‟s resignation letter and her explanations and stern advice. Her explanations and responses are in black. I
chose to highlight some important ideas in red. My thought was that these points needed to be pointed out to her to further ponder…she did not. If she had
she would not have chosen to stand next to a portrait of the founder of Tangsoology for she would have had the sense to know that Grandmaster Lee has a
large group of dedicated students who respect and cherish his unique style. In my mind only students who make the effort to establish a real teacher –
student relationship can claim they were a student.]
All,

6-28-2011

Although you haven‟t asked why I have left the partnership and The Center (except for Mr. Arnold – thank you), I feel that to leave honestly you all should
have a glimmer of why I made my decision the way I did. Sabom Miller asked me to tell the class my reasons in my own time, but the following is not any
of the students business.
Yes I agree that for you to quit honestly then this act requires you to evaluate yourself and pass along the reasons to the rest of us so we are not left with
wondering why does a third Dan just up and quit? Did we make a mistake by promoting her? To announce that you‟re quitting is important for juniors to
know but your reasons are as you say not their business.
Although I have not trained in Aikido long (only 1 ½ years or so) I have learned that Aikido is the way of harmony with everything; Aikido is noncompetitive, and that the goal is “not the defeat of others, but the defeat of the negative elements of one‟s own mind and spirit.” Aikido is the art of peace.
Aikido is not the only art of peace! You read something by an author who reinterprets O‟sensei‟s words and now you think you understand the depth of all
of Aikido in all its forms and functions? Clearly your lack of knowledge about all the “DO Arts” of Asia causes you to assume Aikido is the supreme art of
peace, it is not! O‟sensei‟s religious conviction‟s is where these statements arise! Are you an O‟motokyo follower? These comments are what Deguchi sensei
taught to his disciples as O‟sensei was a devout follower of his teacher. Presently Isoyama Shihan, Saotome Shihan, Ikeda Shihan, Kashiwaya Shihan and
the grandson of O‟sensei the present Doshu are reminding and directing all students of Aikido to remember that Aikido is a BUDO art and that it requires
dedication, duty and perseverance to the path that the founder laid out. Doshu himself stated recently that Aikido has spread all around the world but the
roots of BUDO are being lost because Aikido students practice in their own way.

When Sensei Goettsche confided in me that he was leaving The Center, I did not ask “What can Mr. Miller, Mr. Speaks, and myself do to change your
mind?” I just simply replied from my heart that I hate to see him go. I also knew that although it was a struggle for him to make this decision, it was
allowing him to have peace. We all saw this coming.
To change his mind is to be totally oblivious to his true nature and to encourage him to stay, as he has since I called him on his lack of duty and service to
the school continues the same old process of a person who seeks to topple the history of the school by calling out its founder! Where were you in November
when all high ranking people of our school were present to have breakfast together? If you replied from your heart then you do so as a kyu ranked person
(which is expected) however as always you forget that you had another role as a leader in a partnership and failed to act by stating that Sabom Miller and
Sabom Speaks deserve to also hear what Ryan was planning to do! But rather than being forthright as an active partner you remained silent, you failed to
remind Ryan that he had an obligation to at the very least pick up the phone and tell them straight up about his decision but instead he relied on email and
Sabom Speaks walks in Saturday to see what he saw! It‟s as if a robbery had taken place and you helped in the theft! As a 3rd Dan in our Tangsoology
group this was a huge let down.
The recent e-mail addressed to Mr. Speaks addressing the web site that was sent from Mr. Medeiros, started the “mud slide” of introspection on my part. I
suppose that was Mr. Medeiros whole idea and why we all received a copy of it.
It was to point out that a lot of my time and energy went into planning the website acquisition and after so many talks with Sabom Miller about why I
needed to keep my site (that Hal started for my school) and encourage the four of you to start fresh…well you know how much effort went toward that
idea? But how could any of us had known Ryan‟s resentment and hostility about these ideas if it had not been for his responses? How could I have known
because he chose to purchase a Microsoft web publisher back in 07 that this act alone somehow entitles him to my site? But this is where we are! Ryan
chooses to run his mouth rather than explore and state his reasons to the three of you during your meetings of why he wanted to keep the site. At the very
least Sabom Miller, yourself and Sabom Speaks would have learned earlier about his views and would have been able to explain the whole thing to him but
as it was Sabom Speaks and Miller both explained very well to Ryan but he chose to go inward and get hostile hence this is where we‟re at!
The letter itself did not appear to be in accordance with my understanding of Aikido nor Tang Soo Do. A quote from “Introduction to Tangsoology” states,
„when you practice the “way” of peace you must embody this total philosophy in your daily life otherwise you deceive yourself as well as others.” Those
familiar with the „Tangsoology Creed‟ should take to heart what it means, rather than uttering the words without conviction.
So you say! What do you know of being in Aikido or Tangsoodo or karate or Taekwondo or iaido or kendo and getting a firm tongue lashing from the
instructors for mistakes of protocol? I do! You have not! And now that I come forward with my points you quit! This misguided belief (because you read it
in a book!) that all Aikido sensei‟s and their counter parts as Tangsoodo Sabom‟s never get angry and yell at their students…well they do! Ikeda Shihan
scolded a student of 32years right in front of God and country and the student bowed deeply and apologized. O‟sensei scolded students all the time! Those
who were humble remained and took their lumps those with big heads left! These are the facts. Ryan thinks he would have made it in Chiba‟s dojo, he
proudly states this in his rebuttal mailing to me but he has no idea, nor do you that Chiba was mean! Chiba Shihan demanded loyalty. I saw it many times
when I use to visit his dojo. But Ryan‟s response to me is one of discourtesy and arrogance, as is yours, when you write back words that I wrote or tell me
about things you have no experience with having never stepped on an Aikido mat with Chiba Shihan, but I have been on his mat and he is mean! But I still
respect the man and I did everything he asked us to do. My tales of past transgressions by myself are meant to give you pause before you speak (or write) and
think deeply and study well before you dictate your knowledge of Budo/Moodo philosophy to your seniors.
I have not trained long, in the grand scheme of the universe, only a small fraction of time really. What I have realized clearly though, is my failings in the
partnership. I have ignored obvious red flags in my passive ideology of letting the small stuff pass by without addressing them. Being the former newest
member of the partnership and the lowest ranked, I passed off most matters to my seniors. Perhaps this was because I usually found out important matters
after they had been discussed and agreed upon (via phone or e-mail) without my knowledge. 2 examples off the top of my head: Mr. Miller talking to
Sensei Goettsche and Mr. Medeiros about the website and my not knowing about it until I talked to Mr. Parenteau in Longmont; the pictures on the wall
of the dojo/dojang were suddenly changed one day by Sabom Speaks without discussion or permission of the partnership.
Yes your passive ideology does get in the way when important matters arise. Are you smoking pot! Were you not at the 2 website meetings? This statement
by you is really out there! As to the pictures which I am assuming you are referring to late November when, because of Ryan‟s lack of respect toward failing
to attend the farewell breakfast, I instructed Sabom Speaks to remove my presence from the Dojo/Dojang as I no longer wanted to support the Aikido side
of things after Ryan failed to understand my complaint with his lazy behavior. In his email to me he was very clear that I have a sinister mind. He again
states this in his recent writing. The partnership has no jurisdiction over the “wall” those pictures are my ideas and it is a form of advertisement when people
walk in. I had Sabom remove me and put up the present relationship that the school has. It appears that it will change again so that the “wall” is not
misleading present and new students who may wish to join.
Another lack of communication was when Sensei Goettsche mentioned he had the opportunity to acquire tatami mats for The Center by teaching once a
week in Castle Rock. When the partnership realized Sensei claimed the mats as his own, the partnership should have offered to buy them out of the schools
funds. Instead, Sabom Miller mentioned that he still had the white mats in his garage, so “so what” if Sensei someday leaves with them.

Let‟s get the facts straight! Sean was leaving his large space and had to store tatami because he only needed what would fit at his present location. Ryan
mentioned that Sean wanted to sell his extra tatami. If you do not know tatami are very expensive. Now here is the interesting part! You guys dislike my
suggestions and directives in fact makes you and Ryan a bit peeved but it seems when my ideas benefit you or Ryan then it s okay. When Ryan told me that
the mats were up for sale but that the cost was too prohibitive I told Ryan to ask Sean if he would consider taking Ryan‟s teaching duties as fair trade for
30 tatami. Sean leapt at this suggestion as he did not want to store these mats. It seems my directive benefited Ryan alone. What I saw was a man who
was unwilling to donate them to the partnership, which would have been the correct thing to do. There was no need to have the partnership buy them. But
we see where his Aiki-heart was at! It is a very good thing that Sabom Miller heeded my directive to keep those white mats!
In all appearance, there is no partnership for The Center for Aikido and Tang Soo Do Studies. There only exist individuals doing their own thing as
instructed separately by the founder. This has caused confusion, inconsistency, and the **ultimate disbanding of myself and Sensei Goettsche from the
school.
Not true but this is how you see it because you fail to understand the points of the partnerships function. The partnership was setup to maintain only the
business aspects of the school not the Moodo aspects. Why do I know this? Because Sabom Parenteau and I wrote the damn thing out! The association was
setup to manage the Moodo aspects of all three schools hence my directives to remove pictures without partnership approval. Yes Moodo matters are
handled by me. (**) Very interesting statement, probably the only true assessment of your loyalty to Ryan that I have seen, it is too bad that you cannot
support him now but that would require more work than you are willing to give to your Sensei of Aikido?
So why then does the founder of our school, who also claims he is the spiritual leader, counsel the yudanja with personal attacks rather than encouraging
higher goals and respecting his students (former and current)? (++) When he states; “Don‟t contact me anymore I am done with the Center for Aikido and
Tang Soo Do Studies,” I thought to myself, (%%) ok then. I won‟t! Talking with Sabom Parenteau in Longmont encouraged me in that we (as in the
Association) could move on without Mr. Medeiros. I also stated to Mr. Parenteau, “I am not going anywhere” meaning I will remain a part of the
association. Which I plan on doing, unless I have been voted out? [You are not voted out you already fail by virtue of your actions.] I thought, ok the
waters are turbulent, but the ship won‟t sink. Then, I later learn that Mr. Miller immediately calls Mr. Medeiros the next morning (after Mr. Medeiros
clearly stated to not contact him anymore) and (according to Mr. Miller) mentions he is not really angry at any one.
Firstly I am not the spiritual leader of our three schools, Sabo sensei is but Sabom Speaks likes to say this hence again you have your facts turned around. I
have never stated I am the spiritual leader but how would you know that? You believe what you want without asking questions. Sabo sensei told Ryan
after I gave Ryan my “Thor hammering” back in November that I am the etiquette sensei but Ryan really disliked that idea but I knew I could no longer
maintain a student teacher relationship with Ryan after all that he wrote and when his wife offered her point of view I told Sabo sensei; “he is your
student now! I‟ll have no more to do with him.” Sabo sensei had a long talk with him but he has yet to apologize for his stupid comments. Bear in mind that
I spoke over the phone to Ryan before I wrote that email. Look even if we disregard 2010 I have been watching Ryan and what I saw was no papers, no
support of events for Tangsoodo-nothing! As an active partner and an active member I expected him to act supportive and professional when duties arise.
Instead he, like you, writes excuses. Not the hallmark of a yudanja!
Back to the Tangsoology Creed, “cooperate with others to ensure a more peaceful society. To recognize falseness and align myself with truth.” It seems
there is “falseness” aplenty and not enough honesty to balance the equation. I have a question, is Mr. Medeiros still a member of the association? No one
has bothered to let me know.
Do not throw back the words that Hal Render and I wrote after much upheaval in 1993 when he and I had students that thought they knew more than us!
Yes and your statements and actions have plenty of falseness (**) as you are unwilling to support your Aikido Sensei when he needs you most. To support
Ryan now would require enormous sacrifice that you are unwilling do! Hence this is why Sabom P, S, M and I are so disappointed in your 3 rd Dan
promotion. Why would you need to know anything about the association? That fact that you quit the school also implies you quit the association because
you are not upholding the association‟s standards. You quickly decided to quit! As with ilsoosik all actions follow other actions… yes when I wrote this
(++) “Don‟t contact me anymore I am done with the Center for Aikido and Tang Soo Do Studies,” I meant it! But as an instructor if a student comes
knocking at my door, in that precise moment I cannot act on past feelings or statements, I must deal in the moment but am fully aware of my previous
remarks. Sabo sensei has told me to never contact him again so has Master Lee unlike you, I did not listen! I contacted them again and again until they
finally allowed me back in. You truly do not understand Moodo and the lessons that it teaches if we truly want something. None of us could do the things
we do if it were not for others creating those things we need so that we in turn can create. The paint you buy, the drums you play, the friends you have all
come about because of effort whether it be our own or someone else‟s. It‟s too bad you thought; “Okay I won‟t” again I regret our promotion ceremony.
Because Sensei Miller and Sabom Speaks contacted me and spoke to me I was able to reconsider my role. You see they allowed me this opportunity because
they took a chance!
So, moving forward, Gentleman, embrace harmony, (**) truthfulness, humility (%%), integrity, and peace, so the school will prosper and grow.
(**) This is truthfulness? The only truth you wanted all along I suppose? (%%)(%%) ok then. I won‟t! This is humility? Interesting!

Like some of those before you we will be fine because in all honesty when yellow belts notice your failings of support for the schools standards, who am I to
disagree with their observations they have a unique perspective …you won‟t be missed.
Vernon A Medeiros
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------[Wow! Ms Fellah really likes to talk about humility, integrity and truthfulness…where is her humility, integrity and truthfulness? The only truth I see on
her web site is her personal training history and the original founder of Tang Soo Do, Kwan Jang Nim Hwang Kee. I do like her logo though. I think it is
very nice. It has all the elements of what her school represents. She is a unique artist. However everything else she has thrown up for the world to read is
stolen! My hope is that we can point her in a new direction that will allow her to guide her future students to become part of the greater Tang Soo Do
brotherhood Sabom Miller‟s green responses to Ms Fellah‟s letter:]
Hello All,
Here is my response to Ms. Fellah‟s Clarification letter. I handed it in hardcopy form to her tonight. Thank you!
My comments in green
All, 6-28-2011
Although you haven‟t asked why I have left the partnership and The Center (except for Mr. Arnold – thank you), I feel that to leave
honestly you all should have a glimmer (Why not the entirety?) of why I made my decision the way I did. Sabom Miller asked me to tell
the class my reasons in my own time, but the following is not any of the students business. Correction: I only asked if you had anything
to announce (i.e. you were leaving). It would not be appropriate for me to ask you to share your reasons in front of the class.
Although I have not trained in Aikido long (only 1 ½ years or so) I have learned that Aikido is the way of harmony with everything;
Aikido is non-competitive, and that the goal is “not the defeat of others, but the defeat of the negative elements of one‟s own mind and
spirit.” What steps have you taken to apply this principle for yourself before projecting it onto others? Aikido is the art of peace.
Agreed....However, peace does not equate to comfort or idleness. Tangsoology also talks about active Peace. The only difference is that
in Tangsoology, we refer to it as Justice.
When Sensei Goettsche confided in me that he was leaving The Center, I did not ask “What can Mr. Miller, Mr. Speaks, and myself do
to change your mind?” Why not? I just simply replied from my heart that I hate to see him go. Based on our recent conversations, it was
my understanding that what was also in your heart was that you did not agree with how Mr. Goettsche took the mats. This was your
opportunity to tell him. The Art of Peace is not to be confused with the Act of Passiveness. You not sharing your true thoughts on your
disappointment with his actions further enabled him to think he has acted correctly. If he treats others with the disrespect he showed to
our instructor, our fellow Tangsoology instructors, and ourselves it will lead to further discord with those he interacts with. That is not
in line with the concepts of the Art of Peace. I also knew that although it was a struggle for him to make this decision, it was allowing
him to have peace. We all saw this coming.
The recent e-mail addressed to Mr. Speaks addressing the web site that was sent from Mr. Medeiros, started the “mud slide” of
introspection on my part. I suppose that was Mr. Medeiros whole idea and why we all received a copy of it. Of course Sabom Medeiros
intended for you to introspect. He always has. Unfortunately, it took you this long to do just that.
The letter itself did not appear to be in accordance with my understanding of Aikido nor Tang Soo Do. A quote from “Introduction to
Tangsoology” states, „when you practice the “way” of peace you must embody this total philosophy in your daily life otherwise you
deceive yourself as well as others.” Those familiar with the „Tangsoology Creed‟ should take to heart what it means, rather than
uttering the words without conviction. I‟m not sure if you‟re aware of this, but it is Sabom Medeiros, with assistance from Hal Render,
who assembled the Introduction to Tangsoology that you reference. What you don‟t realize is that Sabom Medeiros acts as if Master Lee
were still alive today. He honors his instructor through these actions. Embodying the total philosophy in your daily life requires you to
stand up for what you believe in, and not allow others to impose their selfish ideals and actions upon you. You did not stand up for
Tangsoology or yourself when the opportunity was present. I can only surmise that you do not truly believe in either.
I have not trained long, in the grand scheme of the universe, only a small fraction of time really. What I have realized clearly though, is
my failings in the partnership. I have ignored obvious red flags in my passive ideology of letting the small stuff pass by without
addressing them. This is correct. Being the former newest member of the partnership and the lowest ranked, I passed off most matters to
my seniors. As I brought to your attention during our last testing session in January, this is not a correct course of action. Passing
everything off to seniors is not in line with the Partnership, as this creates imbalance since members of the Partnership are expected to
contribute equally. Perhaps this was because I usually found out important matters after they had been discussed and agreed upon (via

phone or e-mail) without my knowledge. Correction: You cannot state you see your “failings”, as you put it, and then follow it up with a
“Perhaps” statement. This is an excuse, and communicates that your original realization is not sincere. 2 examples off the top of my
head: Mr. Miller talking to Sensei Goettsche and Mr. Medeiros about the website and my not knowing about it until I talked to Mr.
Parenteau in Longmont; Correction: You were present at the instructor‟s meeting where the four members of the Partnership discussed
the website openly. You even provided insight. Additionally, you and I had conversations about this very thing pre-dating your visit to
Longmont. How can you say that you didn‟t know about it until you spoke with Sabom Parenteau? The pictures on the wall of the
dojo/dojang were suddenly changed one day by Sabom Speaks without discussion or permission of the partnership. As previously
discussed, this was intended to be a surprise for the four of us in a positive manner. It was meant to show that we were responsible for
our own school. I know you were not aware of this until last night. I also must ask what you have personally done to rectify the
communication issue among the Partnership. When did you actively seek out to communicate with any of us in regards to the business
matters of the school? Many times, such matters were discussed at the studio itself after class. Your inconsistent attendance and lack of
desire to stay after class put us in a position where we had to fill you in on the details later. Even at the instructor meetings, you were
always the first to look for the door and leave. I find it difficult to get in touch with you over the phone. You don‟t like email, as you‟ve
stated numerous times. So just how are any of us supposed to communicate with you?
Another lack of communication was when Sensei Goettsche mentioned he had the opportunity to acquire tatami mats for The Center by
teaching once a week in Castle Rock. When the partnership realized Sensei claimed the mats as his own, the partnership should have
offered to buy them out of the schools funds. Instead, Sabom Miller mentioned that he still had the white mats in his garage, so “so
what” if Sensei someday leaves with them. This we addressed with you last night as well. Additionally, you act as if this was an option
you brought to my attention as soon as you discovered Mr. Goettsche‟s views about the mats. If you‟ll recall, I didn‟t learn that he
expressed this view with you until our phone conversation a week and a half ago. At that point, I mentioned we would be fine since we
still have our previous mat system. Back in Dec/Jan, Mr. Goettsche only mentioned that the mats were “his”. You know we are an
impoverished school. How could we afford to buy mats from Mr. Goettsche? Additionally, why have you not questioned why he didn‟t
offer to sell the mats, let alone allow us to borrow them for a period?
In all appearance, there is no partnership for The Center for Aikido and Tang Soo Do Studies. Correction: There is a very capable
Partnership present at the Center for Aikido and Tangsoodo Studies. It is comprised of Sabom Speaks and myself. If you chose to look
beyond the obvious, you‟d realize that efforts of Sabom Speaks and myself is the very reason you and Mr. Goettsche had a school to
return to at all, after you both quit the first time. During your respective absences, who do you think kept things running? Who do you
think kept teaching? Who do you think took care of the business and community aspects of the school? There only exist individuals
doing their own thing as instructed separately by the founder. I must ask; how would you know this beyond what you can apply to
yourself? You never bothered to contact the founder for instruction. Additionally, you fully know Mr. Goettsche chose to no longer be a
student of Sensei/Sabom Medeiros. How would Mr. Goettsche be able to receive separate instructions from him at that point? You can‟t
make this statement, because you can‟t verify any of the facts behind it. This has caused confusion, inconsistency, and the ultimate
disbanding of myself and Sensei Goettsche from the school. I completely disagree. I see the reason for you two disbanding as this… Mr.
Goettsche finally let loose long harbored animosity in a disrespectful way towards my instructor and anyone associated with him. He
ultimately chose not to work with us because Sabom Speaks and I still honored our instructor. Bottom line, he viewed the school as his
and his alone. The mats were his. He maintained the website, so he thought that was his as well. He even expressed to me that he felt it
was his children‟s classes that kept the school afloat. His head got too big, and he did not want to treat us as equals. In case you didn‟t
know, Sensei Medeiros still took care of Mr. Goettsche after Mr. Goettsche stopped being his student. Sensei Medeiros gave his very
own sensei to Mr. Goettsche so he still had someone to learn from. As you do know, this is Sabo Sensei. Mr. Goettsche never bothered to
contact his new sensei or establish a relationship with him. However, that didn‟t stop Mr. Goettsche from accepting a black belt
promotion from Sabo Sensei. Mr. Goettsche‟s own dishonesty and passive-aggressive behavior is not only the reason he left, but also
the reason he is no longer wanted.
In regards to you leaving, I have still yet to hear the true reason come from you. The reasons you listed don‟t make sense to me because
you made no effort to actively seek a resolution with any of them (i.e. The Art of Peace). As I mentioned to you last night, I believe the
real reason you are quitting is because you do not like Sensei/Sabom Medeiros and you don‟t want to listen to him. Also, you don‟t like
the fact that Sabom Speaks and I listen to him. By you adopting that mindset, you‟ll always feel at odds with us. Rather than seek a true
resolution, you fall back to your passive ways of avoidance. Trust me when I say this, Mr. Goettsche was not the only one who we saw
writing on the wall for.
So why then does the founder of our school, who also claims he is the spiritual leader, counsel the yudanja with personal attacks rather
than encouraging higher goals and respecting his students (former and current)? I am disappointed to hear that even after all of your
years of being exposed to traditional martial arts, you still do not recognize the nature of an attack. An attack is aimed to injure or
harm. An attack is an action that takes away the rights of another person. Sabom/Sensei Medeiros only ever mentioned what he clearly
observed. If someone commits to an act, whether it is positive or negative, and someone else observes the act and comments honestly on
it, how is that an attack? How can it be an attack when that same observer comments in order to help us get better? Also, do not confuse
“encouraging higher goals and respecting his students” with “students feeling comfortable”. The real attack came when Mr. Goettsche
insulted the intelligence and integrity of you, Sabom Speaks, and I. Another attack came from Mr. Goettsche when he took the mats.
What did you do to stand up for the students, us or yourself? When he states, “Don‟t contact me anymore I am done with the Center for
Aikido and Tang Soo Do Studies,” I thought to myself, ok then. I won‟t. Why? Talking with Sabom Parenteau in Longmont encouraged

me in that we (as in the Association) could move on without Mr. Medeiros. I also stated to Mr. Parenteau, “I am not going anywhere”
meaning I will remain a part of the association. I must also ask you about this. How can you remain a part of the Association when you
violated the Association Intent and Statement of Purpose? Is quitting the school, in a time of need, and throwing off your responsibilities
to the students and the Partnership “in good standing”? Is quitting on the school maintaining “the Higher Standards of our martial arts
practice”? Does quitting when the students will need you most “encourage and unify the three independent schools”? Furthermore,
how can you help to unify the three independent schools when you obviously have issues with the head instructor of the Hagerstown,
MD branch? How can you relentlessly improve yourself and uphold the standard now that you‟ve quit? This doesn‟t make sense to me.
a) Association Intent
1. The Colorado Purple Mountain Dojo/Dojang Association (CPMDDA) intent is to encourage and unify the
three independent schools listed below and to require all Association members in good standing, to maintain
the High Standards of our martial arts practice:
2. Statement of Purpose: The Association’s purpose is to provide a high standard, by which all Association
members and the Association as a whole, recognize the need for relentless improvement and the unceasing
desire to uphold said standard.
Which I plan on doing, unless I have been voted out? Ma‟am, there is nothing to vote on when you‟ve already quit. I thought, ok the
waters are turbulent, but the ship won‟t sink. In this, you are absolutely correct. It‟s unfortunate that you decided to jump overboard in
the middle of the storm when you had a sturdy ship to support you. Then, I later learn that Mr. Miller immediately calls Mr. Medeiros
the next morning (after Mr. Medeiros clearly stated to not contact him anymore) and (according to Mr. Miller) mentions he is not really
angry at any one. Why would I not call him? I value him as my instructor, so I called him to establish an understanding. If he scolds me,
then I say “Yes, sir” and accept it. But the mere fact that I called him communicated to him that I was sincere. I put forth effort.
Back to the Tangsoology Creed, “cooperate with others to ensure a more peaceful society. I did this by contacting Sabom Medeiros the
next morning. You see, when there is an issue or a problem, I actively seek a resolution. In stark contrast, you said “I won‟t”. Those
words all tie back to your lack of desire to communicate and self-acknowledged passiveness. You see, ma‟am, in order to cooperate with
others, a person must commit to action. One cannot passively wait for resolution to just materialize from nothing (because it won‟t).
Tangsoology and Aikido teach conflict resolution. You can‟t be a problem solver without problems to solve. You can‟t learn to resolve
conflict without conflict. To recognize falseness and align myself with truth.” This is why I didn‟t quit. I recognized my own errors in
disregarding my instructor‟s advice involving communication about the website, I own it, and I accept the truth of it. It seems there is
“falseness” aplenty and not enough honesty to balance the equation. Agreed... This is why I am openly giving you my thoughts on your
Clarification letter now that I‟ve had some time to think about it. I see the “falseness” in your actions. I say that to you because I
respect you enough to be fully honest with you. Believe it or not, I only want what is good for you. I have a question, is Mr. Medeiros
still a member of the association? Of course he is. No one has bothered to let me know. I actually did. Additionally, you never bothered
to ask.
So, moving forward Gentleman, embrace harmony, truthfulness, humility, integrity, and peace, so the school will prosper and grow. Be
cautious with words such as these. You sound as if you somehow have more insight and wisdom than us, and are doling out advice. This
would be highly inappropriate, not to mention blatantly disrespectful and offensive as you lack the experience in being an instructor.
The school has prospered and grown for some time now. You should know this already, as you were present for it. The real question you
must ask yourself now is, “What did I do to contribute to that prosperity and growth?” What did you honestly bring to the table as a
member of the Partnership? Mr. Goettsche, at the bare minimum showed up on a consistent schedule on Wednesdays and Fridays, in
addition to maintaining his commitments to Castel Rock Aikido on Monday nights. Can you say the same? Are you aware that we have
yellow belts and orange belts that do a better job of supporting the school with their attendance than you have? What kind of role model
have you been for the students? What do your actions communicate to them? The answer is: a confusing double standard. They ask
themselves “If I have to be here, and Sabom Speaks has to be here, along with Sabom Miller, then why is Sabom Fellah not present?”
You want to be treated as an equal in the Partnership, which we did, yet you were never willing to put forth an equal effort.
In regards to your martial arts, my observation is this: you have only pursued and actively applied yourself to the physical aspect of
development. Based on the actions and behaviors I‟ve seen from you, the other aspects (spiritual, mental, intellectual) are imbalanced
and lacking. It is not possible to develop as a martial artist without committing yourself to action and resolve. When an injustice takes
place, it is our duty to stand against it. Passively letting injustice occur only creates more injustice and suffering for others. By only
focusing on the physical, you‟ve become an athlete. But you‟ve yet to become a martial artist, as the other aspects are not actively
improved upon on a consistent and lasting basis. My observations are that you passively let injustice take place right before your eyes.
By remaining silent and then quitting, you did not stand up for our school, your students, our Association, our Partnership, for Aikido or
Tangsoology, for your fellow instructors, or for your instructor. Most importantly, you did not stand up for yourself or for what you
believed in.

I am not disappointed in you as a person or human being. I am disappointed by your actions as an instructor. I am disappointed that
you chose to be an athlete rather than a martial artist.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------[Wow! Strong advice from Sabom Miller for you Ms Fellah! So now I must come forward to remind you of all that you forgot because that is what you like
to do! Forget! You prefer to ignore or not consider the ramifications of your decisions. Maybe you get this from your musician, free spirit, artistic side of
life? Not a problem per se, however like with laws written by men and women throughout the world these are powerful forces that – when we do the wrong
thing – these forces step out and remind us that we cannot easily state that we never knew of such and such laws!
We live in a society that teaches us these lessons! Today‟s lesson is the honor system. Are you familiar with the honor system? I am here to inform you that
because you choose only to study the techniques of Tang Soo Do (as Sabom Miller pointed out in his closing advice to you) while ignoring all the other
aspects of our schools functions - by either being deaf or blind - Now you run away and set up shop somewhere else and steal everything from our school? Is
this the quality of integrity and truthfulness that you espouse? The Center for Tang Soo Do Studies has a unique history and curriculum since 1993 and you
cannot steal it! It is dishonest to steal! I know we did not teach you how to steal. You have options. It appears you are either unwilling to exercise honest
options or you are completely unaware of more truthful options that are available to you. Maybe these suggestions will aide you toward a more honest
solution to your current business venture. Case in point:
 The sixty-six year history of Tang Soo Do is easily accessible on the internet today. There are numerous websites that extol all sorts of stuff about
Asian Martial Arts as well as all sorts of made up arts! Because you decided to leave before your tenure was up you must now become more
honorable than you were before you quit and research and educate yourself about all things “Karate.” This would include all the different
organizations that purport to belong to a traditional Tang Soo Do lineage.
 You are free to be an independent Tang Soo Do school as you are also free to apply for membership to numerous Tang Soo Do organizations in
order to legitimize yourself. In fact I know Grand Master Frazier would be more than willing to grant you what you seek! Grand Master Frazier
promoted Mr. Bob Reynolds and Mr. Reynolds then jumped ship again and went back to Grand Master Pack! It seems American martial art
stylists do a lot of jumping from school to school and from Federation to Federation just to get some perceived rank to build their resume. But my
view is because you quit then what you claim to have is pointless - meaningless! In fact I view it as dishonest and pathetic.
As you can see there is much work ahead for you and your school because when you get new students they will be depending on you to teach them honestly
and correctly. They will be expecting you to be forthright about your history? Again the history you have placed on your website is partially true but when
you quit you throw away all that you had up to that exact moment. Only your skills go with you, nothing else. Why? Because you quit! I feel firmly that
you do not understand this very important point as it relates to Asian martial arts?
Look I am aware we live in a word drowning in social media, reality TV hype and all the rest of that which goes along with a society that places great
importance on individualism and individual success and wealth. Your claim is that Tangsoology is all that you know? But this is the critical point, when
you quit you failed at being a true Tangsoology student. You became a quitter that is your resume now. My instructor was never your instructor! When you
walked out back in 2007 as a red belt you ceased being my student. You severed that relationship! Sabom Miller and Sabom Speaks became your instructors
when you asked to be reinstated with our school. Sabo Sensei became your senior instructor when you began your Aikido training yet you failed to contact
him of your intentions to quit! He is very disappointed in you and your decision to quit. The reason for the Korean Festival in Longmont was three fold. I
was promoting the group because of their earnest progress in supporting our school, our art and our association. Had I known you had not been supporting
the group with exceptional attendance I never would have promoted you. However I remind you that our system of promotion is different from other
organizations. The skills you take with you our one of a person who has graduated from the gup ranks to yudanja in terms of skill. If you seek membership
with another Tang Soo Do group they may choose to honor your rank but can you honestly say you know their curriculum?
The only two things you can honestly claim are that you know a little bit about Tang Soo Do and that you quit – that‟s it! That is your true history now.
My instructor‟s curriculum and his methods belong to his Institute of Tangsoology. These are the facts! Only people who have been granted permission from
one of his senior students can teach this particular style of Tang Soo Do known as Tangsoology. You do not have permission to teach nor recite our school
pledge as this act would be a lie on your part. Again where is your honor toward the honor system? Your arrogance surpasses your humility. You have had
sufficient time to make the necessary corrections to your website but you have not? I can only conclude either you need more time to make proper changes (a
phone call or an email would have been the polite thing to do) or you have chosen to ignore all that was discussed at the recent meeting and you are standing
by your original intention?
.
Not that you asked but I will illustrate my points with a story that may help you to abide by or understand the importance of an honor system.
Before I opened my first school back in 1987 I phoned Jose Melendez and he granted me permission to teach basic Tang Soo Do. Notice I said Tang Soo Do.
After several months he promoted me to Chodan in Tang Soo Do so I could promote the art through my new club. This is the period when Sabom Scott
Arnold began his training with my school. That was 1987 through 1989. When I started my school on Chelton Loop in 1991 I still had permission to teach
Grandmaster Lee‟s style of Tang Soo Do. In the summer of 1992 two of my students and my children went to San Diego to visit Sabo Sensei and Jose

Melendez to train in both Aikido and Tang Soo Do. After training with Jose Melendez at a park he complemented Kevin Johnston for all his hard work.
Kevin was a 5th gup.
[An aside: if you have noticed, Tangsoology and the Institute are not well known outside San Diego. This is purposeful. Why? Because the Southern
California Karate Associations ideals are very high and everyone is expected to abide by them. It is not as simple as your website states. Why? Because you
quit! Quitters cannot uphold the high standards of Moo Duk or Tangsoology, It is that simple.]
On the following Saturday Kevin and I trained at Master Conniry‟s dojang with Jose Melendez. Master Conniry suggested I join Kwan Jang Nim CS
Kim‟s Federation. Master Conniry joined CS Kim after his instructor passed away. (If you do not know who Master Conniry‟s instructor was then you do
not know your Tang Soo Do history?) Up to that point in 1992 Master Conniry had been with CS Kim and his Federation for seven years.
By December of 1992 the universe opened and a strange thing occurred. Adam Goodrich‟s wife knew a Korean family who had a Christmas guest visiting
from Korea, his name was Song Ki Kim and Mr. Kim asked if he could visit the dojang. Adam‟s wife brought him over to my dojang. At the time neither
Adam nor I knew exactly who this man really was? Song Ki Kim sat quietly and watched the entire class. We thanked him for being so patient and then he
asked to use the phone? He asked if he could make a long distance call and that he would pay for it. I told Adam‟s wife to tell Mr. Kim that it was not
necessary and it would be alright. Adam‟s wife placed the call and after some small talk Adams wife said to me that Song Ki Kim wants me to speak with
CS Kim who is waiting on the phone? Adam and I look at each other with eyes wide opened!
Adam knew I had phoned Kwan Jang Nim sometime during the summer as instructed by Master Conniry and CS Kim told me when I am ready to come out
to Pennsylvania he will talk to me about association business. That was five months I procrastinated and now Adam and I learn that we are in the presence
of Song Ki Kim who is CS Kim‟s instructor! Kwan Jang Nim CS Kim told me that his instructor told him that he needed to come to Colorado Springs to
interview my school. The pictures of CS Kim‟s visit in January of 1993 are on the schools website. In May of 1993 I traveled to Pennsylvania to participate
in testing requirements for the Federation. I had to recertify with Grandmaster CS Kim‟s Federation. I was promoted to Second Dan however after I left
his organization I also left the ranks behind. I focused on my past because of something Grandmaster Kim said to me. If you would like to know what he
told me then I invite you to call me and I will share his wisdom with you.
The whole point to my story is I have roots, as do you, but if we change any aspect of our roots then we must be honorable to those changes. I did as Jose
Melendez instructed which led to Master Conniry‟s recommendation which led to phone Kwan Jang Nim CS Kim which led to his instructor, Song Ki Kim
directing CS Kim to come to my school which led me to finally committing to going to Pennsylvania in May and October of 1994 which led to Jose
Melendez coming to my School in late 1993 and officially promoted me to teach Tangsoology without restrictions.
You have to honestly decide whether to join a new Tang Soo Do organization (or an old one) so you can have historical roots to Tang Soo Do with a real
Kwan Jang Nim whose methods and curriculum you and your students will be required to learn. Or remain independent and pursue general Tang Soo Do
but not Tangsoology because you quit! If you remain independent then be honest and research what is traditional Tang Soo Do and practice it! Sabom
Speaks and Sabom Miller as well as Sabom Parenteau have offered to assist you with this endeavor.
Any Tang So Do group can use the teachings of Kwan Jang Nim Grandmaster Hwang Kee. What we cannot state is that we are Moo Duk Kwan. If you
do not know the teachings of Moo Duk then you have missed them in the Tangsoology syllabus? I will be more than happy to point out what the Moo Duk
principles are with Grandmaster Lee‟s ideas stripped out.
You must study how the majority of Tang Soo Do organizations practice their basic motions and forms. This is the best place to start:

http://www.sungshilkwan.com/Tangsoodo/forms.htm Master Mc Henry is a leading traditional Tang So Do stylist. All the forms are
there for you to follow. I think he has done a great job of providing genuine Tang Soo Do information for serious students to study. Yes I understand you
feel my methods are all you know. But this is not the whole story. Tangsoology is the personal philosophy of Grandmaster Lee‟s intellectual methods
concerning the study and refinement of the classical style of Korean Tang Soo Do. This has been my definition for the past twenty years! Again because you
failed at our high standard you had at that precise moment two choices? Get busy and correct the situation by improving and honoring our schools
expectations and policies or take the easy way out and quit? You choose the easy way you quit!
Please do not post Tangsoology techniques, combinations, curriculum or forms on the World Wide Web for others to take. If
Grandmaster Lee were alive today he would tell me to tell you what all of us have tried to tell you so please reflect and do the honorable
thing? Let me reiterate Sabom Speaks and Sabom Miller as well as Sabom Parenteau have offered to assist you with this endeavor.

